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Legislative Pace
Close To Schedule
•.
By S(RAMSEy
twaAyeekends.
Assartated Press Writer
Also helping to alleviate undue delay
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — "I think
was the cluster of prefiled bills which
it's just fantastic we've been able to do
were acted upon quicker than normally
what we've done," says House Speaker
by committees.
William Kenton.
Still it was on the committee level
4e6h,„
The Lexington Democrat was talking
that the Legislature has faltered
about the pace of legislative action in
somewhat in the last two weeks.
the face of a storm-laced two weeks.
Both chambers found no .difficulty in
Senate President Pro Team Joe mustering a quorum to do business,
Prather, While less effusive, also.said most cdrnmittees somehow found it in an interview that the General impossible to get enough on hand.
Assembly is not far behind schedule,
Kenton said the House hopes t&
despite the rigors of winter weather.
regain its initial momentum soon.
"Our progress compares rather
Prather calculated that "If we can
favorably with past session," Prather, -get a full four days in (this) week, we're
1)-Vine Grove, said.
going to be in pretty good shape,
Despite this optimism, it was learned barring more bad weather."
reliable as the general assembly
The 4,egislature was not scheduled to
prepared for its fifth'week that there is meet Monday in honor of Franklin D. -,.
PLEASING SIGHT
A setting sun,snow and a picket fence combielsteinake a pleasing sight in rural Callowai --serious talk of a bill which would
County. Despite the pretty scenery, the snows of recent days have doestealiook diut down industries andiklve •
Roosevelt's birthday.
declare the next five Saturday
made driving hazardous-throughout the state.-kkiw inkfitional flurries areexpeetedin West Kentucky today, acIF
However, the JOint Appropriations
legislative holidays:
and Revenue Committee continued its
ding to record snowfall Arcady on the ground. Most major roads in the county are pastable_Wecondacaoads_
Stall Photo By Lowell Atchley
This would have the effect of stret- daily hearings on the proposed budget
are iced over.
ching the regular 60-day session without slackening the pace.
another week to handle any unIt planned a Monday session to...
controllable crush of legislation.
discuss the state's minerals taxes,
Currently, Saturdays count as mainly the coal severance levy.
legislative days, though the lawmakers
This week, both houses plan,
rarely convene on a weekend. The last somewhat belatedly, to take up the
Saturday of the normal session is rules under which each operates during
March 18, the final day.
a session.
The adverse weather at least has
A movement is afoot to make it easier
By The Associated Press
broken at a fortuitous time for the under new rules for a legislator to pry a
will meet the federal criteria for,, flooding may be a problem.
-Clear skies .and sunshine giving
With the easing of Weather related
Legislature —_ just after most member* bill out of any of the 15 corrunitteeeso___
emergency assistance."'
Kentucky a sense of normality were
The telegram did not withdraw the
had arrived in Frankfoft the previous_0-problerds,....X4 - National . Guardsmen
__that it can be discussed on the floor. forecast to be replaced by clouds today
state's request for other major disaster
were deactivated Sunday.
as more-snow moved into the state.
-Adjutant Gen. Billy Wellman decided
„assistance.
But this time, the National Weather
Little said the governor may stillseek
See SNOW,
Service said spow accumulations would -fediral help for
areas of the state where
•
tehimn 2 "
be light, ranging from one to two inches
across the state.
Sunday's sunshine helped melt some
By The Associated Press
of the snow and ice that have plagued
Today is a legal holiday in Kentucky, the only state whiCh—oificially
the state for much of the month of
celebrates the Jan. 30 birthday of Franklin Delano Roosevelt: '
'
- Carlos Hicksr_21).: Murray, lgje
_
January..
Cana'-et- the blaze was • -unknown.'
Some banks and the state Legislature observe the holiday, added to the'Vanderbilt University Hospital being
Hicks lived alone in the home.
-The problems today are generally
state's calendar in 1958 through the efforts of then-State Sen. George Ed
pretty small compared to the past the - treated for second and third degree
About 20 on duty firemen and other
Overbey Sr. of Murray':
-burns after he was injured in a house
days," said Tom Little, director of
volunteers went to the scene to fight the
The bill was passed by a great majority, Overbey. now 65,recalls.
fire Saturday.
emergencyservices for the state
blaze.
''Even some Republicans voted for it," he says.
Hicks was first taken to MurrayDivision of Disaster and Emergency
Why in 1958? "I guessI just thought-of it then," Overbey saIdT_
The fire destroyed Hicks' frame
Calloway- County Hospital where a
Services. •
"FDR in my opinion ranks among thegreatest of the other predidents such
home located directly behind Overbey
hospital spokesman said he . received
Late Saturday, Gov. Julian Carroll
Honda
as Lincoln and Jefferson," says Overbey. He brought about the biggest
on South 4th Street in Murray
burns to the upper portion of his body.
withdrew his fiC1
11-est—to the Federal
about 4:30 p. m. Saturlay, according to
revolution this country has ever seen — deficit spending."
He was later transferred to Vanderbilt.
Disaster Assistance Administration for
a
spokesman for the Murray Fire
Overbey and two sons now practice law in Murray.
A fire today destroyed an abandoned
help in removing snow.
'.'Where it will stop nobody knows, but it keeps us out of depression and
Department.
house in Hazel belonging to the late
"Our citizens have responded
away from communism," he said.
A fire department spokesman said
Dennis Lamb family, according to a
superbly," the governor said in a
James Hammond of Ashland still has an official photograph of Roosevelt.
Hicks was outside the house when
spokesman for Hazel Fire Department.
telegram to the agency.
"I first saw him in 1918 when he was assistant secretary of the Navy at a
firemen arrived on the scene. "He was
"Along with state and local goverCalloway County Fire-Rescue Squad
New Jersey shipyard," says Hammond."Then I saw him again at the 1928
down in the snow, that probably helped
dispatched two vehicles to the fire,
nments and private businesses, we
Democratic National Convention. I talked to him there."
him from sustaining further burns," a
discovered about 6:30 p. m. today.
have improved our condition so that we
said.
fireman
Cause
of the blaze is unknown.
now
doubt
that
our
Lesistaw:4•7fterieoemanieeemene11111111111111111111811116----present
situation
"
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Light Snow Accumulations Are
Predicted Across State Tonight
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Man Burned In House Fire

Search Team Finds Wreckage
From Soviet Nuclear Satellite
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SPECIAL OLYMPICS DONATIONS — Representatives of two local
organizations have donated $1,000 to the Special Olympics basketball
program slated at Murray State University Feb. 2, 3 and 4. In the photo
above, Gayle Wadlington, left, Special Olympics director, accepts a $500
check from Murray Optimist President Mike Baker and Ron Foster,
secretary-treasurer of the club. In the photo below, Dr. Doris Conner, left,
of the special education department at Murray State University, accepts a
$500 check donation from E.H. Lax with Murray Moose Club. They each
hold an athletic bag which will be given to Special Olympics participants.
Fifteen Special Olympics basketball teams from nine states are expected to
vie for honors in competition on the Murray State University campus.

BAKER
LAKE,
Northwest Northwest Territories govehment.
The debris from the nuclear powered
Territories (AP) — A Canadian
American search team struggled Cosmos-954 satellite that fell from orbit
• through waist-high snow Sunday to the last Tuesday was found eight miles
edge of a crater nearly 10 feet across in northeast of the landing strip at Warthe ice on the Thelon River and found den's Grove, a weather outpost in the
wreckage from a runaway Soviet Dubawnt Lake area 1,000 miles north of
the North Dakoba border.
nuclear satellite. .
Davidson said the two men made a
Lt. Col. Donald Davidson of the
Canadian Armed Forces told 'a news sled trip up the Thelon River Saturday
-conference early today that tubing and and encountered the crater on their
a perforated metal canister were found return.
He said one of the two men touched
protruding from the ice.
Paul Murda, leader of a fiveman U.S. the metal with a gloved hand. Both men
scientific crew, said the canister was 'were flown Sunday to University
"sort of like a cylinder that got Hospital in Edrnonton for tests, while
smashed" while the tubing looks like the other four were flown to a hospital
in Yellowknife. The team consists of
structural tubing."
"Something has really gone through five Americans and one Canadian.
Davidson said the search team talked
that ice at a high speed," said Davidson. 'This is all that's left sticking out, with the wildlife surveyors at their
or maybe separate pieces. We don' camp and then went upsagain in the
helicopter. Using detection equipment,
know. We didn't pull it apart."
A Chinook helicopter took the 13- they'locateda source of radiation about
member crew from Baker Lake to the eight miles from the camp. • - The, helicopter landed on a rock
crater 180 miles to the southwest after it
was found by two of the six members of outcropping about 1,000 yards from the
a Canadian-American team winterinc. site. The team moved forward on foot
in the area on a wildlife survey for tn

City Planners To
Meet On Tuesday

"e_fr

Murray Planning Commission is
expected to meet Tuesday, Jan. 31 and
consider a recommendation for public
hearing rate increases and set a daV
for a public hearing on a 12th Street
rezoning question.
The commission meets at 7 Rai
city council chambers.
Also on the agenda for thereeting ;
discussion of Dan Miller's rezoning
request to change the zoning status of a
piece of property on 16th Street.
Commission members are also expectecito elect a partial slate of officer',
to serve this year.
The plenning cammtssiorr- was
originally slated to meet Jan. 17 bUt
snowy weather forced postponement of
the meeting until Jan. 31: —
_

through deep -snow, taking continuous
radiation readings.
"We kept moving forward_and didn't
find any (excessive radiation) and we
were able to go right up to the edge of
the crater," Davidson reported.
A crater nearly 10 feet across had
been blasted in the ice by the heat of the
object. About a foot and a half of water
had refrozen in it. Around it were 50 to
100 puncture marks which Davidson
said may have been made by pieces of
metal or by ice thrown up from the
impact.
"It's quite possible there's something
under there but we couldn't see it," he
said.
Tom Crites, a U.S. health physicist.
and Davidson reached the crater first.
Next came Murda and Pvt. Mona
Wilson, a female member of the
Canadian Forces nuclear accident
survey team.
The team was on the site for about
two hours, returning to Baker Lake
about three hours after dusk. Meanwhile, a team of paratroopers Were sent
for to cordon off the crater.
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One Section — 10 Pages
Austin Peay State University topped Murray State's
Racers in OVC hoop action Saturday in Clarksville. But,
Murray Ledger & Times Sports Editor Mike Brandon says
two seconds remain to be played in the game! Peay won
the contest 83-81. Brandon tells about the missing -two
seconds in today's edition, Page 7.

chance of flurries
Mostly cloudy this afternoon
and tonight with a slight
chance of light snow or flurries.
Accumulations of less than an
Inch expected by Tuesday
morning. Highs this afternoon
in the low to mid 20s. Lows
tonight 10 to 15. Decreasing
cloudiness and continued cold
Tuesday. Highs in the low to
mid 20s. -
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Council .IpiMee, t
Tonight
The regular meeting of the Murray
Coinmen Council, postponed last week
due to hazardous driving conditions,
will be held tonight at 7:30 p.m. at City
Hall.
Items listed on the 'agenda for the
meeting include
—The first reading of an ordinance'
dealing with an appeal procedure for
commercial sanitation rate ad_
justments;
—The first reading of an ordinance
designating the number of council
committees and,the number of members on each;
--The appointment to the council of
an individual to fill the vacancy created
by the resignation of Johnny Rickman;
--Consideration of recommendations
from th_epublic safety committee;
—Consideration of the resignation of
Dick George from the Murray Planning
Commission;
-- A report on TVA's response to a
request that the Murray Electric
System be allowed to join with other
city departments in a central communication system;
—Discussion of a reCommendatten of"
the relocation of utilities for the
possible four-lanIng, of .12th Street_
through4•4urray;
•
—Discussion eta reeammendatiotk-_
from an architectural firm on. _the
design of municipal garage.
The meeting will be held in the
Council chambers on th4'isecond 1106i of'
City Hall. The meeting is open to the
public.

Carroll And .
Enix To Lead
Tenn-Tom Board
Kentucky Gov. Julian Carroll will
lead
the Tennessee-Tombigbee
Waterway Authority during 1978 and Z.
C. Enix, well-known
Murray
businessman will serve as vicechairman.
Gov. Carroll succeeds Gov. George
Wallace of Alabama in the chairmanship of the five-cate compact which
is designed to promote development of
the Tenn-Tom Waterway.
The Tenn-Tom is a project to coruteet
the Tennessee River with the Black
Warrior River in Northeast Mississippi
making a shorter water route to the
Gulf of Mexico. AcCerdiiii---W— a
spokesman, the waterway will make
. several inland ports as much as 800
miles closer to the Gulf.
The waterway is the largest public
works project under construction in the
U. S. at this time. When completed it
will be 253 miles long and 15 budgeted to
cost $1.5 billion.
Over 2,000 people were employed on
the project during the summer of 1977
and $360 million of the work on the
project is presently under contract. The
waterway is scheduled for completion
in 1986.

Princeton Man To
Face Charges Here
Calloway County Sheriff's Department Saturday extradited a Princeton
man from Edinburg, -Tex., to face
charges here in connection with the
alledged taking of a truck, according to
a department spokesman.
Authorities brought the man, Larry
Dwight Faughn, 27, from Texas where
he faces charges here on wrongful
disposition -of property of a value over.
$100.
Faughn is currently in Calloway
County Jail in lieu of bond.
Four Frankfort men were recently
fined after Calloway County Sheriff's
Department deputies arrested them for
public intoiication and possession of
marijuana.
Arrested and charged were Kevin
.Smith, 19, Frankfort, public intoxication, and Scott Quire, 18, Dave
Abbaott, 19. and Jeffrey Bibb, 19, each
of Frankfort and each charged with
possession of marijuana and public
intoxication.
Authorities arrested the men at the
intersection of Poor Farm Road and
Bally: Road in Calloway County after
their car went into a ditch. Deputies
confiscated three bags of marijuana.
• Authorities said QUire. Abbaott and
Bibb were each fined $1311.50 on
possession and. public intoxAtion
charges and Smith was fined $38 for
public intoxications

„
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Monday, January 30
Golden Circle Class of
Memorial Baptist Church will
meet at the home of June
Cottrell at 6:30 p in

From, Mow* Trevethin
New books at the Calloway

the following:
Monday,January 30
THE SILVER. FALCON, by
Recovery, Inc., is scheduled Evelyn Anthony. Coward.
to meet at the Health Center,
Sweeping from the KenNorth Seventh and Olive tucky Bluegrass Country and
Streets, Murray,at seven p.m. the stud farms of Ireland to
the fortes of Paris, is the
Tuesday,January 31
romantic story of a beautiful
Murray TOPS (Take Off
widow who faces danger and
Pounds Sensibly) Club is death
in order to carry out a
scheduled to meet at the deathbed promise.
Health Center at seven PM--THE "PEOPLE SHAPERS,
- . • bp Vance Packard.-Little. .of
Branch
Mureay
-Tim man whose bestselling
American Association of books
- THE HIDDEN
has
Women
University
PEFtSUODEFtS and the
rescheduled its meeting at STATUS SEEKERS, among
seven p.m. at the home of others - often become
Eleanor Kodman with Dr. household words, covers the
Alice Koenecke in charge of area of science which seeks to
the program.
chance mankind by various

_

Must She Exctialige
Christmas Checks?
By Abigail Van Buren
1918 Dy

LIBRARY NOTES

Cnocaco Tnbune N t News Synd Inc

•

DEAR AllBY:The following is iro;ri i litter frecer*
- recetved from an-out-of-suite relative-I"Let's make a deal. Next year instead of sending each
other Christmas presents, 'send me a check, and I will do
the same for you. It will save us both a lot of trouble."
Abby, I never .considered shopping for Christmaspresents "alot of trouble." Besides, what's the sense of my
sending her a check for $30, and her sending me the same?
How40.you bielabout,it.? I sheukteddi:this-relativer needsmore money like I. need another belly button.
B_ULLETIN READER IN PHILLY
_
-

MR. AND MRS. BOYCE NEWSOME of IGrIcsey, are shown aboard the luxurious
Emerald Seas sailing from downtown Miami to Massau. Bon voyage photo taken
poolside prior to sailing. Passengers enjoyed the French outdoor cafe, beautiful
lounges, exceptional staterooms complete with closed circuit t.v. and music, all meals- aboard ship. The weekend in Nassau offered day and night tours, excellent swimming
at beautiful beaches.

Yourindividial
Horoscope

altering techniques such as
manipulation.
I CAME TO LOVE YOU
LATE, by Joyce Landorf.
.Revell.
Using on-site research, Ms.
Iiondorf transports readers
bAck in time for an eyewitness'
view of the Gospels as seep
through the eyes of Maki*,
sister to Lazarus. The autiut
also wrote MOURNING SONG and TOUGH AND TLIII5EHT
LIFE IS A BANQUET,. by
Rosalind Russell. Random.
An autobiography by Ms.
Russell, motion-picture star
for four decades and credited
with over fifty films. With
appealing behind-the-scenes
anecdotes about her 35-year
marriage and happy family
life.
.., ECLIPSE, by Dirk Wit- tenborn.
•
A contemporary novel
centered around the strange
death of -a leading abstract
artist and the fortune he left. A.
legacy which tests not only the
artists two motherless
children, but also his mistress
and everyone else who knew
him as they all- battle for
possession of his paintings.
BLIZZARD, by, George

Frances Drake
FOR TUESDAY,JANUARY 31, 11178
What kind of day will you progress, give a little extra
tofriorrow be? To find out what attention to domestic matters.
the stars say, read the forecast CAPRICORN
Let's Stay Well
given for your birth Sign.
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) VW
ARIES
--•Don't abandon a project just
l'Azt
(Mar. 21 to Aix. 20)
DEAR READER:I agree with you. Tell her to just blow
because someone else may not
A splendid day, for
ChiMickilr,""&liaTorff do the same for her.
enthusiastic about it but
novations and experunentat
listen to their ideas anyivay.
- always a pleasing challenge There COULD be some angles
On December 21 the snow
DEAR ABBY: My wife's older brother, who is retired,
to the inventive Arien. Don't you have overlooked.
began. Unlike most storms,
telephoned us long distance to give us some very had
hesitate to pioneer in new,fields. AQUARIUS
news. He said his wife had cancer, then he asked me if I
this blizzard defies all normal
TAURUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
would put her on my Blue Cross at work.
weather patterns and offers no
ti
ft,
(
Apr.
21
to
May 21)
Auspicioos stellar influences
May Not
I was startled to learn that his wife had cancer, and
Early movement-may be
sign of abating. At the sign of
Mrs. L.S. writes that
While planetary influences stimulate your talents. Be
Arthritis
Benefit
shocked at his suggestion that I put her on my Blue Cross. . she went to the hospital to-. quite ,,patutut. _but the.
the first snowflake, readers
are not inauspicious, there are a ready to move forward with
:
D.R.'s ivife, in her
I told him that I didn't think General blotorsfort
e•hoin
few areas where caution will be enthusiasm and hope. Written
will be forever haunted`by this
visit a neighbor who two movetnent assists in short- 50s, has arthritis, and -he
work, would approve.
needed. Preparation for new matters highly favored
days earlier had had major ening the duration of sore- wants to know if moving to
novel.
He told me that he had once put his neighbor on HIS
ventures calls for especially PISCES
surgery-for gallstone. She ness and lessens the dan- a warmer climate will
WINGS OF THE FALCON,
medical plan it work so he knew it could be done, but if
careful consideration.
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) X
- found her friend sitting-ufst/er of adhpisions. in the _ bring heetelief.
by Barbara Michaels:- Dodd.
•
---that*trthw way I felt about. he'was'why he'ealled. Then
GEMINI
•
'
You will be expected to cope
in a chair. She is a young abdomen.
Francesca finds increasing A: Climate is not an ail- -(May 22 ta,Jurie-21) ea
he hung ,up,,
with some unforeseedsituations
--Early,e*erCise. prevents
M
other
who
recently
.
tad
a
danger and romance in her
Curb
emotions
Abby, my-wife ad I are bewitchsrecL Couklfput his wife
and
iMdency
factor-ar-maniinportant
- •
bigger
Handle
these
now:.
growing
from
baby. Three days later,she the muscles
toward eccentricity. Tighten responsibilities willingly and
headlong flight from perils on my Vile Cross?.I.egiriresiely,.1 mean?
agement of arthritis. It is
weak from lack of use..
went home.
reins on spending, but don't 'without fretting, It will pay
BEWILDERED IN OHIO.
into love after her arrival at '-present in every region of
_
-early
ambulation,
. .
•
.
Such
.
-- I -am amazed -and. won-scrimp unwisely and lose out In - later.
the-world.--- - '
Castello Tarconti.
der if suctihandling-is-not- as-this exercise is called ih - It is true that a warm
the long run.
DEAR BEWILDERED; You are correct in asstuaing
appears
hospital,
to
the
CANCER
too
DETERGENTS
rushed
andrisky,"
TODAY
are
an
BORN
YOU
that you nuty'aiit'tert'Your brother-in-law's wife on yore
climate allows-a person to (June 22 to July 23)
speed recovery and to
individual,
outgoing
writes Mrs. L.S.
extremely
who really know
Consumers
Blue Cross. hi order for her to qualify for your Blue Cross
easily.
more
move--about
This day calls for teamwork, progressive in your ideas and __how to save money are aware
When circumstances - bring -encouragement and
coverage, she would have to be totally dependent on you
usually
is
eltercise
Such
perhaps
some
compromises
methods and truly brilliant in. that the same advanced
permit, early exercise is confidence to the patient
financielly, which is not the case. Your brother-in-law may
adds to genbeneficial
but, in the long run, practical your ingenuity. Your enhave been able to legitimately include a neighbor on HIS
practiced after surgery. and his family.
basic
and
.
4and_
comfort_
eral
2
concessions will pay-eff.
thusiasrn for life-ls boundless -- _technology
meitical plan, but -it-was not Blue Cross.
_ Such-exercise often begins - When -the-- pattent--Wingredients go into quality
LEO
and
your
swing
in
along
to
high
_
by-sitting up aredangling lerates-exereisewell..-he
store brand detergents as into
goals, you often carry many
--Some arthritiis fe bet- (July 24 to Aug. 23) 4/20-tIZ
DEAR ABBY:Re the secretary whose boss asked heAo..
the legs. When such sitting
Branch out to some extent. other along with you. Your
often able to leave the ter in cool weather tha
name brands.
return-Ion her lurich-hourl a girdle his wife had purchased.upistolerated, the patient
Realize your limitations, methods may seem erratic to
hospital" earlier_ thus re-- -warm.
The secretary was humiliated because, after standing in " stands up, takes a few
ducing the cost of illness.
Moving to another region kowever,__ .ao you Won't others at times, but you always
'line for a long time, she was informed that undergarments
overreach your mark. Some know what you are doing and
steps with aseistance and
In the case of the young is often expensive and
were not returnable„.
where you are going - and you
, sits in a chaic. Next, he or . mother who hid her gall- upsetting.- Perhaps -other complexities possible.
You should have told that secretary-that if her boss ever
get there. In business you can
she is able to walk about stones removed, her fami- reasons exist to move. VIRGO
•
(Aug.
24
to
Sept. 23) IPLL.
asked her to .return anything again, she should tell him
be extremely aggressive, but
the room,
ly's home life may be less
Medical'reasons would selYou should make fairly good you are usually artistic (and
that her lunch hours We're already taken up.with her own
Exercise improves the
disturbed
if
shg
retie
es
dom justify such a change. headway in most endeavors, but quieter) in your outside inerrands, but she would be glad to accomnicidite hiswife
circulation of the blood and
home early.
don't go off on tangents and terests. Best outlets for your
Proper management of
_
' ON.COMPANY TIME.
helps to prevent clots from
The risksare minimal in
11 scatter energies. Either could talents: music, journalism,
your wife's arthritis
If the boss allowed her to do so (which is. extremely
forming in the,veins of the
offset best efforts.
selected cases, and the
short-story writing, the stage,
likely bring, relief
doubtful), the secretarishould then take her sweet time to
legs and pelvis.
Birthdate of: Tallulah
benefits are many for
less of location anfi cli- LIBRA
perform the errand. I assure you, that would be the last
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Bladder and bowel func- early exercise after surBartkhead, Carol Channing,
time the boss woula ask his secretary to return anything.
mate.
Timing important
Day Eddie
tios benefit from sitting - gery.
Cantor, Suzanne
I suggest that you dis- calls for deliberants(now.
ALOHA IN HANALEI,HAWAII
and
wellPleshette American stage and
up and'Moving about.
Warm Climate...
cuss this matter candidly
calculated action, but do not screen stars.
DEAR ALOHA: Thanks, friend. Your answer was
with your physician.
wait TOO long before making
better than mine.
important dicisions.
SCORPIO
CONFIDENTIAL TO "HATE QUEERS IN PASA(Oct 24 to Nov. 22) nVelitP
DENA, CALIF.": Yes, some homosexuals are capable of
There's a tendency now to be
Free For The Asking!
committing crimes, but they are also capable of heroism.
too passive, to idle away time,
work,
•Balanee
and
.
Row soon we forget. Not long ago in San Francisco an
drift along indifferently. Rouse.
- retreation'f
word Are..hear.a_
write
*Orli'mid CIO - -- áliyóur tasks at once. yourself. Don't stall until exacknowledged homosexual prevented the murder of - tot:Ifs pan of.our everyday
play
.can
make
anyone
a
in
....“-eGive
once
in
a
_ President Gerald Ford at the hand of a heterosexual
-existen&. We can't get rid of
ternal agents FORCE you to
- iChile - Try giving in instead act.
stress-but we can learn tO nervous wreck.''
assassin.
•Do
something.for
Of
fighting
and
insisting
you
Box 307,Murray,KY 42071
cope with it.
SAGITTARIUS
are always right. You'll find (Nov. 23 to Dec.
xVp
Ways of coping are others Sometimes when you
21)
are
distressed, you that others will begin to give Your enthusiasm,
Problems? Tell them to Abby. For • personal,
discussed in _a new factsheet
comunpublished reply, write Abby: Box 69700, Logi Angeles,
petence and ability to formulate
from the Department- of concentrate too much on ju, too.
,•Make
yourself
yourself
If
and
sound
your situation.
programs should help you
Calif. 90069. Enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.
Health, -Education and
happens it helps to available-When you. are to break new ground now but, as
Welfare. For-your free ropy
of Stress, just send a do something for someone bored and feel left out-Igo
postcard to the Consumer else-it gets your mind off where the action is! Sitting
.Information
Center, Dept. yourself and contains an alone will just make you
Tuesday!!
581F, Pueblo, Colorado 81009. extra bonus-it helps make more frustrated. Insteid of
- withdrawing- and feeling
Bargain Nita
There fare two kinds :of friends.
sorry for yourself, get
OTake
one
thing
at
a
stress-from
physical
At These Theatres
Don't waste time wondering about a fast way to get
activity -and from •mfrflii1/ time-It's defeating to. tackle involved.
your bearings. Call me—your WELCOME WAGON Hostess.
emotional activity. Stress
When you've just moved, you're pressed for time.
Close Z
from emotional frustration is
And the gifts, community and business information I bring
more likely to produce
will save your family time and money.
Let me hear from you soon.
disease, such as ulcers.
••••• •••••
Physical exercise, no the
other hand, can relax you and
help you deal , with mental
Stress.
itereotypes seem to be falling by the wayside
Here are some tips to help
these- days, what with everybody and his grandKathr4rs 0irtbati-j53-3075
Cathryn Garrott_75.1-7809
you get a hafidle on stress:
mother coming .out of the closet. And now it
0Work it off-If _ you're
seemsthat it'stimefor grenthnothers-themselves
angry or upset, try to blow
For Program Information, Please Call 753-3314
to shed the image,fof gray-haired, bespectacled
off steam physically by
old ladies who chomp nil their •gums, knit and
running, playing tennis, or
spout pearls of wisdom to their grandchildren.
gardeniner Even taking a
WALT DISNEY POOSIXTIONS
In a survey of 125 grandmothers, University
walk can help. Physical
_ of Wisconsin researcher Joan F. Robertson
activity allows you a "fight"
1006 Chestnut
reports most of the womgn became grandmothers
outlet for mental stress.
Jennifer Paulette Gray, 19,
in their 40s and 50s and rarely provide advice or
•Talk out your worries --It
electrical
freshman
a
take
church.
the
youngsters
to
----1-1111/11, NO PASSES—NO MGM
helps to share .worries with
technology
engineering
their
"These younger grandmothers say
someone you, trust and
major from Princeton, has
greatest satisfactions in life come from interests
respect. If you find yourself
grandchildren,"
named their 1978
been
fromoutside
the
family,
not
,
C
beeoming preoccupied with
LEE
CHARLES
Robertson says.
Sweetheart by the Reserve
emotional problems, it might
BRONSON REMICK 17:30 T
mimosa,*
Nevertheless, today's grandmother gets great
it
•
Officers Training, Corps
be wise to seek a professional
i''I Only I
joy from her role, and,the same seems to hold
*---guidance counselor or
at Murray State
cadets
-TIES:.
1, 7ELEFON _ . .
true for the grandthildren. Nirlv
iet
;
e erent011--ths
Ydiologtst.- Thti ts• not
University.
lauded their
young adult grandchildren su
admitting defeat. It's
The daughter of Mr. and
"A 4eliciPut Steak that
grandparents and said grandmothers were neiacknowledging you are in
Mrs.
Lee W. Gray, Sr., Route
--will-rnett-irrvoorrnooth!'We Serve
too
old
ther
boring.
nor
fashioned
intelligent human being who
WE ARE NOT
1, West Union, Ohio, Miss
it sizzlin' hot with your choice
ALOE
7:30 I --knows when to ask for help.
Gray graduated from Cald•Learn to accept what you
of potato and a thick-slice
441N Central Ctr
well County High School
CLOSE ENCOUNTERS i_g_01Y1 cannot change.
of Stockade Toast
self
•Avoid
..(of THE SHIRT) KIN()
and last fall was one of 304
Tbni 2/1
On
the
inside,
as
0%
well
as
the
medication Many chemicals
NO PASSE'S
BARGAIN WTI
to accentuate the
cadets enrolled in the
exterior,it is important to avoid may choose
can mask stres,s
colors
it
in
doing
by
difference
military science program at
the feeling that your room
symptoms but they don't
the university.
pleasing,
a
provide
addition
help
is
that
you
adjust
to_the
stress
an
after
-thought
Ci•al
Bel-Air
compatible contrast. If your ' Selected from a field of
Gregory Peck Is
itself. Remember 'Tile ability
Decorative materials for walls,
INCLUDES
Central
(
1r
S41N
to handle stress comes from
7:30
room addition is to be a family seven candidates, she will
Center,
floor and ceiling in the room
within you, not from the
should be consistent with those
room, you can add to the be crowned April 20 at the
Murray
Salad Bar and Drink
outside.
of the original house.
pleasure of it by decorating and corps' annual Military Ball in
'Get enough slefp and
Try a 5' Cone
furnishing in a friendly, the Student Center
Color is especially important
rest, Lack of sleep can
informal atmosphere. HandThroughout the year, she
lessetk_gatir. abiljlt. to deal .The safest thing is simply to
contiiiuethibasic eolor scheme
some, prefinished plywood will represent the Departwith stress * 'Taking you
of adjoining roams, unless the
paneling is ideal for the walla. ment of Military Science at
more „irritikble- If stress
The floor could have colorful, c4ertuisity and social funcTHE F AMR Y STEAKHOUSE
repeatedly: keeps you. from' function of the new room is tot•
ally different. In this case, you
eomfortabie scatter rugs.
eye. a m -tap
- him 10 30p ns Sat a sun
• - sleeping, tell your doctor.
tiont

.Early Exercise After Surgery

Stress Part Of Daily Existence

_
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Get-a headstart
in your new town.
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On this date in 1933, Adolf Haw
-became chancellor of Germany,
:
On this date:
•
In 164R,1King Clark; I of &Ward
was beheaded.
In 1835, a would-be assassin fired to
shots at President Andrew Jacksotat
the Capitol in Washington, but missed.
In 1847, the California town of Yerba
Buena was renamed San Francisco.
, ...In 1882, Franklin Roosevelt was born
---sit-Hyde Park, WY. - • .
In INC, Indian nationatio
-Pitolondmi,Gandhi vas
New Delhi.
In 1974, President Richard Nixati
vowed not to resign and called for a
speedy end to all Watergate in- vestigations, saying that one year of
Watergate was enough.
.Today's birthdays: Actress Vanessa
Redgrave is 41 years old. Writer
Barbara Tuchman is 66.
Thought for today: Shallow men
believe in luck - Ralph Waldo Emerson,
American writer, 1803-1882.

- On Jan:9,the Commonwealth - vzith otrnafions.
=--•
the-- Northerrr—totarfatta--- 10aViingloWityttig
. _Islands was__born,thus_giving „keep the remaining
island- .
the United States its first new
groups tii-gether, and talks
•
•'••• ••
territory since 1971, when the - continue in pursuit of this goal.
Virgin Islands were acquired.
So, even as we welcome the
The Northern Marianas are 16
Commonwealth of the Northern
islands inhabited by about
Marianas into the American
15,000 . people. They stretch
family, we are reminded of the
from nearby Guam northward
important diplomatic work to —
toward Japan. They sparkle
be done in unifying the rest of
•
with the beauty of shimmering
the island groups in the trust_
white- beaches and have, acterritories and helping them to
cording to the Guinness "Book
achieve political and economic
of Records," "the world's most
str6ngth.
even and desirable temperatures."
it Ha%land Esan.and 1101•Cri \ ak
- The PaCifie
will continue to be, the most
important area for trade in -the
world: It behooves us to understand ti_y_ed_evelo..ment5Jiat
take pi-ace thioughoui the
By GENE McCUTCHEON
Pacific, and
the
new
Murray Ledger &limes Editor
'
-relationship between the
Northern Marianas and the
The following caught our eye in the
United States demand& our
Memphis Commercial Appeal:
WASHINGTON - President Carter's
attention.
munism. proclaimed in a Jan. 12 State
in Gardner's profound conviction, the
Another miserable January has
new warning against dangers of
The ,covenant that the NorDepartment statement, typifies the
product of one year's experience in
about come to an end, a month without
"Eurocommunism" in Italy reflects a
administration's new realism about
thern Marianas and th,g United • confronta
Koine, that Soviet influence- per *single day of distinction once the First
tion With reality after one
military and political vacuums. The
States - have entered into. - is
vasive at top" revels" of the -Italian
barks the entry
- into another year.•
year in office - by the President in - President
is now aware they will
Communist partr(PCI). He is also
- We come now to February,the month
basically this: the Marian* general and by Ambassador Richard quickly
be
filled
by
Soviet penetrations
._
convinced that the Soviety
of the groundhog and Valentine's-Day,
Gardner in particular.
are to receiie economic
if the p.S. fails to make the case for the
helped
by
the
or Washington and Lincoln birthdays
Czechoslo
vak
and
When
East
plucked
feesw-hie
assistance in return for which
--Wd•k4m-- democracies publicly and
German timununist parties, is the
and of Mardi Gras.
professor Of international • law at - forcefully
.
the United States will have land
major source of terrorism that -has
It begins Wednesday with everyene-i<=
Columbia University to be ambassador So the Jan. 12 statement wa-s" both
for strategic use. The economic
brought
Italy close to anarchy.
wondering whether the Marmota
in Rome, Gardner joined other new
public and forceful: "We do not believe
Gardner's quick-flight to Washington
'assistance is to amount to about
Carter officials in viewing Henry
that the Communists share" the
two
weeks ago to argue for the new
Kissinger's hard line against Western
$17 million- a year -for the next
"profound democratis/values and inhardline policy was intended as 41
European
Communi
st
parties
as
six years; the land, almost
a coldterests" of Western/political systems.
warning to the old guard-of-the-mow (that's Latin -tor..
20,000 acreiin all; is to rent for ----war throwback. Just before the fisst The U. S. "wouldifke to see Communist
10
Christian Democratic party not to yield
Years
will see - his shadoi and th
anniversary of the Carter inauguratiofi,
influence in any Western European
almost $20 million for .use
to PCI pressure without ahall-out fight.
presumably assure us an extension-ofGardner helped guide policy back to the
Wrather
has
been
named
country
rediked.
"
Strong factions in the old guard, which
during the next 50 years.
January's wintery weather.
Kissinger line: Communist power-- Those•ass
as executive vice-president of Murray
ertiotis.and the warning
has ruled Italy for 30 years, would' State University.
How did this humble rodent gain such
Both parties should benefit by
sharing in NATO member nations must, that .recent
Italian political developaccept alliance with the communists in
a reputation as a prognosticator of the
be resisted with maximum- politic- - unts "have
Miss Pat White has -been named as
this covenant. The islanders
increased the level of our
gcl..o: to cling to power Ina cOalitiori — -basketball queen
pressure.
of Murray University" weather? Our agents at Harvard
are energetic but e-c-onomically
oncern" are far more pointed than last
government.
University, where Veritas is the motto
- This shift is only the latest signal that.7 -April's policy
School.
Gayle
Rogers
is first attendant
poor people; they have yet to
statement, which avoided
Ithat's Latin for Truth), have searched
Younger, more progressiVe'Livistian
Mr. Carter is reverting to more conand
Glenda
White
is second attendant.
direct attack on the Communists. The
industrialize. The United
the subbasements- of that institution'S
Democrats seek another course: a topventional anti-Soviet policies, folloiving
Deaths reported include Alice M.
still neophyte Ambassador Gardner
States, on the other hand, the confusing ,rhetoric early in his
libraries and museums to find answers•?'
to-bottom ,shakeup of their, stratified
Anderson, age 75, and Mrs. Fannie Mae
helped draft
April 1977 statement
party and its stale, rigid policies. That
The whole thing, it seems, began with
stands to strengthen its " administration. No longer is the Soviet- the more the
Roby.
seasoned Ambassador
is also what Gardner wants, based on
the fact that Feb. 2 originally was
Cuban intervention/.'n
Pictured is Don Henry, president of
i
military. position in the Far
Angola
Gardner was directly responsible for
his
political
Candlema
education
s or the Feast of thp
in
Rome.
rationali
the
zed as "stabilizing." A strong
Murray Optimist Club as he
the January 1978 statement.
East; our allies 'in the
To cite one example, a luncheon wag
Purification of the Blessed Virgin. The
U. S. reaction to the Soviet role in
receives
the
club
charter
from
District
The administration's claim that the
Phillipines, the Republic of
arranged for a Nov. 22 visit to Rome by
Scots would wend their way to the
Ethiopia is now given top priority.
Vice-president Don Gilmore. Other
new policy is a restatement of the old is
Rep.
China, and Japan should be
Peter
parish church that day, carrying their
Rodino
and
Health,
.officers
The rheyrical shift on Eurocomof
the
Murray
Club
include
Ray
belied both in the words themselves and
Educatioh and Welfare Secretary.
candles to light the way through the
pleased.
Roberts, Paul Dailey, Jr., and Tommy
Joseph Califano, with Gardner invited.
meadows. As they waited at dawn for
Marshall.
Still, the emergence of the
The hosts were Christian Democratic
the priest to bless the candles, they had
New officers of the Murray Magazine
members of parliament. Shortly before
Northern
little to do but observe the weather.
Marianas
inloClub are Mrs. Ronald Churchill,
the luncheon the U.S. embassy
Their observations led the medieval
commonwealth . status is
president; Mrs: W. Z. Carter, vicediscovered that two Communists would
shepherds to compose a little ditty, "If
president; Mrs. 0. C. Wells, secretary;
something of a mixed blessing
also attend the luncheon.
Candlemas be fair, There'll be two
Mrs. E.L Lundquist,treasurer.
for the United States. For/the
That smacked of political Sabotage,
winters in the year." Their observatioo
islands never realty/Were
alarming the embassy and increasing
proved so uncannily right that the word
20
Years
Ago
a new car, the spare put on after *'flat,
supposed - to -become,/Gardner's concern that some Christian
of it spread to the northlands of Europe:
a corn--- - HEARTLINE is a service for senior
Edmonds
W.
B.
Calloway
County,
of
citizens.
and
all
Its
purpose
is
replacem
answer
to
ents.
Democra
Limiting
especially to the German Black Forest:
ts
speed
to
were
monwealth, certa,itIly- not a
intentionally
Luther K. Rice of Bourbon County, and
questions and solve problems-fast. If
55 mph for the first 50 miles of driving
promoting a coalition with the ComThere the Candlemas Christians noted
commonwealth,by itself.
Alex B. Veech of Shelby County are
you have a question or a problem not
enables the complex
•••
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For years/it has been U. S. answered in these columns, write
policy not-to add new territory. HEARTLINE. 114 E. Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381.
will
And in 1962, when the United receive a prompt reply, but You
you must
Nations put the United States in include a stamped, self-addressed
charge of the Pacific Trust envelope. The most useful replies will
Territories, which then in- be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: Our car is in need of
cluded the NOrthern Marianas,
new tires. Can you give us any advice
it was U. S. policy -to.try to work on purchasi
ng new tires for it? My wife
out a program for the political and I are on social security. S. T.
autonomy and economic
A. First, never choose a smaller size
development of the trust.. than those which came with the car.
territoriesas a whole. But Tires should always be replaced with
same size as recommended by the
throught the years the Northern the
automobile or tire manufacturer.
Marianas insisted on self- Different types and profiles of tires are
determination. The United
not always interchangeable due to
differences in load ratings, tire
States_ finally agreed three
years ago, and so a plebiscite dimensions, fender clearances and rim
on the islands' political future sizes; particularly with older cars.
Tires of different size construction
was held. The result was and stages of wear may
affect vehicle
commonwealth status for the
handling and stability. For best allislands and — here is the
around car handling performance, tires
of the same type or construction should
part in the mixed blessing — an
be used on all four wheels with the
example to other island groups
exception of those for special service
in the trust territories that each
such as snow tires.
of them, too, could
While not recommended, it may be
dependently deal with the
all right.to mix your present tires with
United StateS. Indeed, soon,,_ other size designations or constructions
after the vote was taken, provided they are used in pairg Ziff-the
same axle. Check the owner's manual
delegations from the Marshall
or tire instructions affixed to vehicle for
Islands and Palau asked
automobile manufacturer's recomWashington for eventual inmendations before you replace or mix
tires.
dependence from the United
When radial tires are used with bias
States but immediate ador belted bias construction on the same
ministrative independence
vehicle, the radials must always be
from their poorer island neighplaced on the rear axle.
bors.
If selecting only a pair of
replacem
ent tires in the same size and
It is fragmentation of this
construction as'on the car, they should
kind that the United States
be put on the rear wheels for better
wished- to avoid in the first
traction, handling and extra rirotection
place for thegood and obvious
against flats. A single new tire should
be paired on the rear axle with the tire
reasoia that united, the trust
develop'. htwits/ thernost tread'ciroth oftbf other
territories stand
three.
eczmomically and to be
A "break-i period is also recompolitically stronger In dealing mended for alln"new
tires --the

5

••

•

-

Weis on

elements in a tire`
to adjust gradually and give top performance.
HEARTLINE: I will be 65 years old
in March and I hope to continue to work
until the end of 1978. My company has a
health insurance plan that I am covered
under. Do I still have to take out
Medicare when I turn age 65? C. F.
A. No, you do not have to take
Medicare at age 65. However, you
should check very carefully with your
company because many group policies
will not cover employees over the age of
65.
You should sign up for the hospital
portion of Medicare because this is
free. The medical benefits Tire
currently $7.70 per month and for each
year after the age of 65 that you do not
take the medical benefits the premium
will be increased by 10 per cent.
For those people on Medicare.
Headline has developed a detailed book
covering the whole Medicare progFam
"Heartline's Guide to Medicare" 75
written in easy to understand question
and answer foem an contains all of the
bp to date information on Medicare.
This book explains many medical items
and services that are covered by
Medicare, complete information on the
deductibles you have to pay, a sample
--Medicare claim form with -detailed
instructions on how to rill itout, and a
complete explanation on how the
reasonable charge under part "Er 15
figured. This book may be ordered by
sending $1.75 to Heartline's, guide to
Medicare. 114 E. Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. This book is
completely guaranteed and if you are
not satisfied your money will b,
refunded. Please allow six weeks fi•!delivery.
HEARTIINE: Can you tell me lf
there will be an increase in the Railroad
Retirement tax? SR.
A. The Railroad Retirement tax will
increase from 5.85 per cent in 1977 to
6..05 - per cm* for 1978. The amottnt.uf _earnings subject to this tax will in1
crease from $1375 per month to $1475 in
1978.

munists. Without any publicity, the
luncheon was cancelled.
Such events stage-managed by
Christian Democratic politicians are
extremely useful to the Communists.
Played up in the left-wing press, they
are supposed to "signal" subtle
changes in U., S. policy by showing
Gardner consorting with Communists.
The result has been Ambassador
Gardner's insistence and President
Carter's agreement on eliminating the
ambiguities of the April statement.
Such realism is both overdue and
welcome. Even if it fails to arrest
Italy's political decay and the shattering impact on the Western -alliance
of Communist power-sharing in Rome,
it reveals an awareness of reality by the
administration sadly lacking when
Jimmy Carter took office a year ago.

BibleThought
The kingdoms of this world are became the kingdoms of -our Lord, and
of His Christ; and he shall reign forever and ever Revelation 11:15
The victorious, climatic act of our
Lord is His becoming the .Conqueror
of all the world's kingdoms Do you
rejoice in this)
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three Kentucky farmers who each
received a sterling silver bowl for their
contributions to Kentucky agriculture
over the years by the Kentucky
Agricultural Extension Service
Experiment Station and College of
Agriculture and Home Economics at
the University of Kentucky. The
awards were made at Farm and Home
Week.
Deaths reported include Clifton
Reuben Barrett, age 55, and Tandy
Theobald, age R.
Henry Metier and W. B. Moser were
presented with 15 year awards by the
Murray Lions Club. Receiving ten year
awards were Rue Overbey, James
Clopton, A. H. Kopperud, Frank
Wainseott, Henry Killion, C. B. Ford,
and R. L. Cooper.
County Judge Waylon Rayburn spoke
on "Behavior of Teenagers" at the
meeting of the Alpha Department of the
Murray Woman's Club.
, New Concord High School Redbirds
beat the Murray 'High Tigers "in
basketball, according to the story
written by Ted Sykes. Willoughby got 21
for New Concord and Roberts got18 for
Murray.

30 Years Ago
One of the worst ice storms ever to hit
- Niurrarrisrupted-allTrangportation for
several hours thiiinorning.
Farm property in C,alloWay County is
now worth more than $9,551,000 and
rural homes here and throughout the
state are in the best condition in
history, according to a report released
by the Tile Council of America.
The Calloway County quota for the
March of Dimes is falling short this
year, according to Claude Miller,
chairman of the drive. The quota for
Calloway this year is $2,850.
Deaths reported include J. L. Linn,
age 79.
Dr. Herbert Halpert, head of the
Department qf Languages and
Literature at Murray.State College, has
been appointed Kentucky: chairman of a
nuaiiiketqcollect proverbial sayings
-of the Ameriaink. ,

that the European hedgehogs alwax..5„
seemed to be out that day, sniffing the.
air and generally looking purposeful
and oracular.
-From that it was just another step to
say that if the hedgehog saw his shadoy
that day, winter would be long - Lilai
is, if Candlemas was fair:there woubil
be two winters.
The Germans who settled in Punk
sutawney, Pa., found the hedgehog's
American cousin, the groundhog, there
and they have been watching for it
every Candlemas since 1740.
If that doesn't excite you tor
February, just wait a few days. Feb. 7
will be Mardi Gras, or as they used to
say, Fat Tuesday, a time to have a
carnival of fun that is a sure cure for
the January blahs.

Many Murray area taxpayers who
need help preparing basic income tax
returns will find free assistanee close to
home, according to Internal Revenue
Service IRS).
"
The IRS, in cooperation with social
and civic organizations, college
students and other interested individuals, has established a temporary
tax assistance location in the local
Murray area. Volunteers trained by
IRS staff this location and bring
government to individuals in a personal
and supportive way by assisting low-.
income taxpayers and older Americans
with a step-by-step completion of basic
income tax forms. Many taxpayers find this volunteer
income tax assistance (VITA)
preferable to regular IRS taxpayer
service offices because VITA locations
are more conveniently located and
operate on more flexible schedules.
Individuals seeking tax assistance at
a VITA location are reminded to bring
with them their tax package and all
pertinent documents such as W-2 forms
and interest statements.
The VITA lOcation and schedule., in
Murray is:, -Murrailtite thiversitr- -Stadiom. Room '20€ on Wednesday* . '
from 2:Op o_na. - 5:00 p.
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Farm Bureau Launches Program

Report Is

Soybean Cro
ontiXsease
Is Spreading Over The State
•

• As with many people, rural technicians who Will travel
residents tend,to. neglect their .from county to county in a
MQ.it Valuable asset. SSW ,mobile van. The mobile units
health. The primary ain1 Of- are operated - by American
the program is prevention. Health Profiles of Nashville,
The soybean cyst nematode, the soybean cyst nematode are grown year after year, ment and the farmer,for son
Early diagnosis means the Tennessee, a firm that offers
capable
of slashing yield of the anywehre west of the Green new races of cyst nematode reason, decides to gro
—
Ga.
ATLANTA,
A
report
most effective and economical multiphasic screening seris
will soon develop with the continuous soybeans in I
crop,
spreading in Ken- River Parkway from Bowling
that
describes
the
treatment.
vices to various companies
to destroy varieties fested fields.
ability
tucky.
says
to
Owensboro,"
Green
of
used
study
methodology
in
a
Abnormalities will be and service organizations in
resistant to the race
"Preventing or slowir
are
"We're
only
is
that
it
believe
Stuckey.
finding
"We
more
and
the health and safety aspects
detected through a series of the country.
causing trouble now. down the spread of ti
is
that
of
more
until
areas
pest
the
matter
time
the
a
of
state
being
of
using
tissue
from
ground
tests given by a team of five
A total of 22 medical tests is
bone in certain processed infested each year," says Dick will spread eastward across
soybean cyst nematode
registered nurses and medical given by the medical team. It
. Stuckey suggests checking important to the Con
soybeans.
Stuckey,
plant
wherever
in
state
the
pathologist
meat
has
products
been
takes only 45 minutes for the
the fertility level of fields monwealth's econom
released by Carol Tucker the UK College of Agriculture. are grown."
testing. Tests include an EKG,
Last
summer the tiny, round
Symptoms are stunted, before planting soybeans. The because it threatens * cr
Foreman, assistant secretary
chest X-ray, mouth and sinus
soybean cyst nematode prunes roots currently valued at about $1:
jellOw-COltired
of agriculture for food and worm that feeds on roots'ana
X-ray, lung function test,
forms disease cysts was very plants. But since other • and blocks the transport -of million," says Stuckey.' Iconsumer affairs.
breast exam, hearing tests,
nutrients and moisture. Ap- urges farmers to make use
The
report,
"Volume II, active in western Kentucky problems also can cause this,
eye tests, and a complete
plying fertilizer may be help available at count
where
farmer
most
who
of the state's Stuckey advisesza
Background Materials and
blood test and urinalysis.
what's needed in some fields Extensionoffices and It
to
of
1,200,000
trouble
acres
suspects
nematode
soybeans
are
of
Details
Data,"
is
available
The cost for the tests ft $70
prevent yield reductions plant diagnostic labtratory
to
•
grown.
Extension
Crop
damage
county
contact
his
varied
from
the
Information
One of the most powerful per adult, much less than if
now being blamed on identify infetted fields, the
property and interestsaoymed can
the
-with
of
He
degree
for
agent
agriculture.
idiestatiOn
Division,
Safety
and
Yd
—nistered by a
tools you can use to reduce they were adiru
by the deceased.
do all they can to prevei
Quality Service, USDA, in a field, ranging from small'arrange for sending soil nematodes.
The marital deduction is federal estate taxes at the physician. Much less time is
the nematode froi
spreading
in
plant
yield
reductions
and
specimens
to
of
samples
losses
C.
D.
Washington,
A
20250.
are
Chemical nematicides
allowed only for property death of a spouse is the also involved in taking the
15 to 20 bushels per acre.
to the diagnostic laboratory to available to control the pest at field to field and from area I
of
copy
the
study,
"Health
and
tests.
transferred to a surviving, marital deduction.
Safety Aspects of the Use of "Year-in and year-out, this determine whether or not the a cost of $15 to $20 per acre. At area.
A team of seven medical
used, this
"Properly
spouse which, if held until
Mechanically
Deboned is the worst soybean digeasP field is infested.
then
Nashville
current prices of soybeans, it
The disease can be sore&
in
specialists
death, would be included in his deduction can help the surCrop rotation — growing would take 3 to 4 bushels per by
last
Meat,"
issued
is problem in the state," says
August,
looking
tests,
the
planting poorly-cleane
over
check
wipe
taxes
or
vivor
out
reduce
or her taxable estate.
available from the same Stuckey. He points out that soybeans 2 out of 3 years — acre to pay for treating the seed frominfested fields an
Generally, this means that the he or • she must pay when for any abnormalities. These
once a field is infested the will help control the nematode
source.
soil. Stuckey recommends by anything that transport
surviving spouse must receive, --tirOT)e-RY passes from the results are then sent to the
Tte study showed no harm- cysts stirvive in the soil 8 to 10 and hold losses to what a using nernaticides only in partieles of soil, includin
his
for
doctor
family
patient's
outright title to the property. deceased spouse," says
ful effects from the use of years even in the absence of farmer can "live with," says cases where yield losses likely machinery,shoes, erosion
ani
To qualify for the marital Stephen Allen, Extension diagnosis and follow-up. If a
Stuckey. For example, in a would exceed cost of treattissue obtained by mechanical soybean plants.
deduction, the transferred economist in the IJK College of person doesn't have a family
The
cut
pest
pest
yields
the
first
field
where
appeared in
separation of meat from bone.
property must be more than a Agriculture. Allen recom- doctor, the testing service
Subsequently, the department Kentucky in areas bordering significantly last year, .he
this
through
work
personnel
"terminable interest," which mends a competent attorney's
proposed permitting the use of the Mississippi and Ohio recommends planting corn in
Attention farmers
is any interest in property counsel in this and other areas county medical society to help
such
tissue in certain_RiY_erS, From a toehold in the 1978, a resistant sOybean
Itnd one for him.
termination of estate lanning.
subject to
or
Mack
such
as
variety
soybean
acreage
concentrated
processed meat products if
This service, is already
Pointing out that this
because,of lapse of time pr the
those products are clearly of western counties, the Forrest in 1979, and switching
PennOhio,
-in
operating
All eligible landowners and farmers can now get
only'by
used
be
can
'deduction
oCcurence (Or nonoccurrence)'labeled as containing "tissue nematode has spread farther to a susceptible variety of
insurance..-.(Excess Major Medical)...at low
group
a surviving spouse and by no sylvania, Alabama & Ten.of,any event.
from ground bone." The into the state. For example it - soybeans in 1980. In 1981, the
Women's
the
through
Group
Bates.
.nessee.
the
to
estate,
heir
the
other
— Using the maxiurriiim
_public had until Dec. 5 tra.is. in Webster andMcLean crop rotatiari should be started
- marital deduction, estate tax economist adds that recent Committee, Results of these
Counties, and in 1977 the UK over again by planting corn or
comment on the proposals.
For a free brochure call
savings on a $400,000 taxable changes in the law affect the programs show that abForeman said she will Plant Diagnostic Laboratory another crop other than
in
detected
are
normalities
Bennett & Associates
estate in 1977 amounted to, amount of marital deduction
confirmed infestations in soybeans.
one out of every three persons annourice soon whether the
allowable.
$83,000.
203 South 5th St., Murray,Ky.
Stuckey gives this reason
regulations will be adopted as Christian and Todd Counties.
In general, the surviving who use the service.
753-7273 or 759-1406
The marital deduction also
soybean
switching
frequently proposed or new regulations "Next summer, farmers for
most
The
may have advantages other spouse now can deduct
'varieties
resistant
If
varieties.
on
should
be
the
for
lookout
proposed.
. than tax savings, according to $250,000 or 50 per cent of the detected problems are high
estate, blood pressure, tumors, abgross
'-Allen. For example,- its use . adjusted
1
-:lessens
the amount of money whichever is greater. The scesses, cysts, heart blocks,
needed in settling theestate Pr-Marital—deduetiori 11 sub- heart enlargements,and heartthe first spouse to die. In this tracted from the adjusted damage or disease.
Farm Bureau women will be
way, it reduces the likelihood gross estate to determine the
in promoting the
involved
adjusted
The
estate.
taxable
that a forced sale of assets will
be needed to raise cash. In gross estate is determined by mobile unit before it reaches
. effect, says Allen, payment of subtracting allowable expense an area so people will know it
taxes is postponed until the and loss deductions from all and can take advantage of it.
second spouse dies.'
The estate tax marital
deduction is reduced,in
:'situations where lifetime gifts
were made after December
31, 1976, involving the
unlimited $100,000 gift tax
marital deduction. The estate
tax deduction is reduced by
the amount by which the gift As part of TVA's national wood could be used as a lowtax marital deduction (up to energy demonstration cost and renewable fuel
$100,000) exceeds 50 per cent program, the agency's Board source for some use now
of the value of the gift made to of Directors on Thursday will requiringil or gas. Maryville
lso has been inthe spouse.
consider a proposed joint Coll
In _using this
Allen says use of the estite demonstration project with
ce,`and asked TVA last
tax marital deduction may not Maryville College of a system
r to study the possibility of
always be desirable, pointing using wood to produce gas aid
out that the price of a com- oil for heating and cooling a wood-residue heating
system for the college.
petent lawyer is small com- buildings.
Pyrolysis is a process which
pared to what a do-it-yourself
If approved by the TVA and burns fuels without oxygen. In
estate planner, may lose
at
dernonstration
through impropet• use of the Maryville College Boards, the the
deduction or other points of newly developed pyrolysis Maryville College, wood
system would be installed at burned in a pyrolysis unit will
law.
You may get a brochure on the east Tennessee college this produce low-Btu gas, oil, and
charcoal. The gas and oil will
the. marital deduction_ and year.
Tennessee Valley sawmills be used in the college's
other aspects of estate
800,000 heating system. Charcoal not
planning by writing to the produce more than
Department of Agricultural tons a year of wood residues needed for TVA tests and
chips, demonstrations will be sold by
Economics, University of such as sawdust and
for the college on the open
looking
been
has
TVA
and
Kentucky Lexington, Ky.
ways this material and other market.
40506.
"This demonstration Will be
particularly significant here
because we will be substituting wood as an energy
source in a situation where the
consumer has been dependent
upon oil and natural gas," said
Larry Klein of TVA's Division
641 South — 753-0591
of Forestry, Fisheries, and
Wildlife Development. "We
also will be able to accomplish
the changeover using much of
the college's existing equipment."
Under the terms of the
would
agreement, TVA
purchase_ the pyrolysis unit for
$150,000 and provide $100,000
for a two-year test and
SNOES AND OXFORDS
demonstration period.
Maryville College will provide
$150,000 to cover other costs,
including purchasing the wood
and providing operating
OFF
personnel. The TVA funds will
come from congressional
appropriations.
a
If successful, the demonAGR I- BUI LOE
stration will provide information which could lead to
the installation of similar
systems for heating public
schools, hospitals, and industries. Although other types
Office 502-753-3897
BOOTS, SIDES,
of pyrolysis units are in
DXFOIDS
operation, the Maryville
Murray,
College demonstration would
hx.thefirst application in the
••••
'•
United' States of a system
OFF
a.
•
• where the main emphasis is to
provide energy for heating.

Issued On

Comprehensive medical
testing is the goal of the-rarel•
health testing program being
offered through the Kentucky
Farm Bureau Federati2n.
Under the sponsorship of the
Women's Committees in those
counties that choose to parBureau
ticipate, Farm
members will have a chance
to obtain a comprehensive
health examination.

Ground Bone

Using Marital Deduction,
May Reduce Estate Taxes

TVA To Consider Test
Of Wood Waste Heating

Free
Double Slide
Door

Winter Discount
Sale

Purchase Your Butler: Farm
Buildings, Grain Bins, And Kan-Sun Grain
Dryers Now & Save Three Ways

Ad Now -

UNCLE JEFF's
CLOTHING DEPT.

Savings for Workmen •
co

WORK
SHOES

10%

STEEL
TOES

20 p

1. Factory Winter Discount Sale
2.1977 Prices Before 1978 Price Increase
3. Cash Discount From Hillman Coles Construction
Co.

Hilman Coles
Construction Co.
Keith Nays 502-489-2488
011is E. Anderson 502-753-5448
lennith.Oannell 5024p4811

}

Agriscene

Applications Now

••
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- Purthase-Grain Meeting Set-

Tobacco Allotments_

_
•The
- - ,lerenth Annual PAte. machinery and soil- -tornApplications are now -being
taken in the County ASCS chase Area Grain Meeting has
farmers been scheduled for Thursday, Pactien will be discussed by
from
Feb 2, at the Civic Center in Dr. Al Trouse of the National
requesting new_Sobacce
Package. Registration will-r-Tillage Lab at Auburn
allotments for 19*
To be eligible -Teri new begin at,
a.• In- and the University.
physicist Dr. Trouse,
studieda soils
ad
.
program
has
will
et
a
underway
at
It may be a hassle laIDSV, but sistent snow is snow mold, a the plants stay where they tobacco
the ,
Allotment
a. m. "
researched soil compaction
chances are the record fungus that grows beneath the are.
operator must expect to '9:45
All purchase Ares tanners for the past 14 years.
snowfall covering much of snow and damages some
If the process repeats itself receiye more than 50 percent
Ronald Sellman, CornKentucky this week even- grasses,such as those found in several times, the plants' of his income from farming, are encouraged to attend this
modity
all-day
Marketing Division of
educational
meeting
tually will have some many lawns. However, Evans roots eventually could be have no tobacco allotment of
Cargill, will present the future
- by the University of
any type on the farm, and sponsored
favorable results - at least said, snow mold is "not really destroyed.
outlook for corn, soybeans and
from
an
agricultural much of a problem with pasDespite the ppssible prob- must have esperience of._ Kentucky Coeperativg_Exwheat. Sellman is the Branch
tension
Service
and
viewpoint.
years in_
lems, which Evens described grow* tobacco
tures."
Manager
of
Cargill's
the
past
"The effects (of a heavy
snow
five.
'
as "sort of fine points' tte
ExceeSive, lingering
.
the West Kentucky farmer. Baton Rouge,Louisiana, grain
!)441bittliness
Application must be file4 at
snow) are varied, depending also couktmean excessive wa- winter's affect on the state's
terminal.
on what you want," Kenneth'
-ter in the soil."Thatcan result pastures should be favorable, the County ASCS Office on or
y
Closely related to the Cargill
Evans, a forage specialist in the death of plapts such as if weather conditions remain before February 15, 1978.
Johnny Boatwright, Mc!_presentation will tieBill Carlin
with the Univerxity of iCesi alfalfa because it provides about the same as they have : Any interested producer
Ci•acken County farmer
_Clayton Brokerage, who
who -can
tecity,_ said recently.
meet these- State.Comteessmen, will and _ Ai
" _ very little opportunity for been.
_
open -..iiiildiscusshedging and how a
and
.
soil;
into
"Generally,"
diffuse
Evans Said,. "r_eriiiirehlente should contact tire meeting
. - oxygen to
Carrent• ‘lenbleile-c--- • fit;
- end make farmer can profit by using the
-course, involve finding fOod plants require aerobic con- "the effect is really going to be the Calloway County ASCS welcome •the
in farmers hedging
techniques
in
for livestock normally ac= ditions for survival," Evans beneficial in most of Ken- Office before the final date for from the
marketing
his
grain.
-Many,
filing an application.
customed to pasture grazing. sad:
tucky's pastures."
The effects of heavy farm grain
in farmers
f
stay out of
Heavy, snows. mean the
mother potential problem,
-,,
_
.
forward pricing of theipgrein
animals -can't get to the Eyelid said, 14 "a phenomena
because they do not ungrass," although- cattle will called heaving, which , is W
derstand it fully.
dig it out when they're very caused by alternate freezing
One of the high-lights of the
ungry," vans said.
and_ thawhiiit
dirrivileisee-foerscreen,tisist
eftfreezes,
thew
The usual practice under When
...
speaker electronic presen_7
such weather circumstances, panda and pushes upward,
tation by the Olin Corporation
however, is to provide supple- taking the plants with it,
called "Max-8". Meaning
ground
the
mental feed, such as hay or Evans said. When
maximum corn production our
gain. for livestock, and that thaws and recedes, however,
1978-Dr: Ed
Richards,
involves additional- eip
-ense
. A p;sevisten. hr_the
fireplaces or residents-to deduct--the-10--agronomist, will represent his
Than
— Evans said.
company in ,thLs presentation.
'so-called Franklin stoves, cost up to 19:190 per year, for
But pastures have a much
Senate's version of the elieritY
Disease and weed problems
better chance of surviving the
• bill which would create a tax since they are virtually air- installing
stoves or other tit soyoesns will be discussed ,
allowing
the
fire
to
burn.
tight,
•
winter,with a heavy'snow cove '
&man
credit of up to $400-fortamiliesnosioaml fuel'heat- Sources.
'
• by' Drs. Witt and Stuckey,
ynre
com
wply ydanth
deerfeffic
oireenuni
- er,'
installing wocid burning slo
- - A Consumer Tip
U-K • Extension specialist in
letea°1
- -The snow cover provides_ _ men extension speesens is - . stoves, could save the nation
F
cests
are dedtuct
°fible the first weeds and plant pathology.,
insulation.- Ersiirrold-heartV the UK College of Ararloulturs " millions of barrels of oil Over"In a.fireplat-e; nearly 93---"•-y-earanci-.20-lieteerit -each 'f
Dr. Jim Herbek, U-K, ex- plants are harmed .by low
the next eight years according percent of the heat energy the following three years. ° tension. Grain specialist,• Will
wholemeats-sre-Variety
• temperatures, ,such as those
to John Lynn, president of the contained in burning w°°d--- '
.
Although the tax credit may present information of stalk
- near 5 degrees' Evans said..some, highly nutritious and. country's largest wood stove goes up the chimney. But
qualities is corn varieties that
--:' "A snow cover like this flavorful, according • to -food manufacturer, Fisher Stoves, burning that same wood in a-increase the sales of' wood
controlled burn wood stove -burning stoves, Lynn -believes should -:be •very useful for
tends to hold the temperatures specialists with UK's College Eugene, Oregon.
planning the 1978 corn crop.
-near freezing. We would of Agricultel'agRerative
Lynn believes that the credit enables.60 to 70 percent of the----that 'the real impetus for a '
through_
family
to
e 1977:.'.Corn crop. was
burning
energy
to
radiate
buy
a
wood
beet
have a far worse winter kill if Extessi
..
-See)*,
11)ese would provide-the incentive
a-ave./now
iiit
plagued
_milk stalk problems
their
t
et
e_the
steel
wells
stove-is-to
laiact,- tongue, needed for Americans to bur 'the-stove
----•-we had an open winterws- -ilichtde - ,
- • 7 that resulted 'ih se.rious• harsnow and real low tern- hidneyt,' biting, tripe 'mil . 18 million stoves between 1978 room. That's dose-to the , heating bills. .
,
.. vesting problems.
peratures for extended csetterlingi. They are excel- and 1985 in addition to the 3.7 Percentage of heat given off ..-.
says Lynn,„if •it• weren t for - Much has been said and
'periods."
tient" sources ..of protein, million stoves they are by a gas or oil furnace," says the fact that families can save -."duringthe past two
Vile •
Snow Which remains-oothe -Rscomplex vitamins and iron' , already expected to buy:
,en their years regarding the weather
up
to
80
pereent
.As the Senate provision now _
ground for a long time could Some variety Meats, suchrsa ( "By using wood as a
stands, twenty percent of the heating bills by using an and if, in fact, V. S. weather:
Primary
home
vitamins
A
and
secondary
contain
also
liver,
'
Evans
hazards
'
airtight wood burning stove, patterns are changing. To
P°se some
said.
heating source, those 1.8 cost of installing a wood the industry- would be selling a address this subject will be
and C.
One possible result of per•
million families would reduce burning stove up to $2,000 fraction of thelatoves it's john Lee, a Climatologistthe nation's daily enerwy would be tax deductible for a selling today."
the
m eteorlogtat, with
needs by the equivalent of 108 tax credit of up to $400.
There's a
New
Hampshire
Senator
thousand barrels of oil.
r
"At today's oil price of William Hathaway, who has
$11.90 per barrel, by 1985 that been a strong supporter of the
Shield for you too
could represent an equivalent tax credit, says that he sees
annual oil savings of $469 the credit as a means of enRonnie Ross
million which would help couraging people to use wood
INSURANCE 77
210 E. Main
the nation's sagging as an alternative heating fuel.
SHIELD OF SHELTER
Phone 753-0489
of payments and the "We should encourage wood
depletion of our non- heating," says Hathaway,
renewable
- sources," 'Since wood isnot only in good
:Supply, it's renewable and less
says 14ain. thetirtLynn credits the magnitude Voltuling- 1W"
of this potential savings to the native energy sources." -Toward that end, the 1976
development of Fisher-type
radiant wood burning stoves. Idaho Legislature passed a
These stoves give off more tax package which anon

National Weather Service,
who will separate fact from
myth regarding the weather.
Under the U.S.D.A. grain
storage program it is expected
that new problems will arise
for the farmer, perhaps for the
first time, whit respect to
keeping the grain in good
marketable condition until it
is sold. Several U-K Extension

specialist will discuss hosof to'
properly sample a grain bin,
moisture, humidity, temperature, disease and insect,
problems that farmers
run into.
Lunch will be provided and
valuable door prizes, compliments of Agribusiness
sponsors, will; be awarded
during thealily. .
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ood Stove Tax Credit Would
save Millions Of Bartels Of Oil

1
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Our Direct Depbsit system
guarantees-that your.check
will be credited to your account on the same day.
each month. It's safe, convenient ... and it's dope
automatically!

Bank of Murray
FDIC

'
-Farmowners
-

The AnnualFFA
Section Of

"We don't
mind a little
mud on our
shoes!'

Milierray Ledger & Times

<'!1

FARM SUPPLY,INC.
FARMINGTON,KT.
/"We Know How
yap Help. Thanks
For The
Opportunity.'

1

Jackson Purchase PCA
305 N. 4til St.
Mornay, Ky. 753-5602
You_don't have a lot of extra time to..spend —
in town. So we make-your place our office.
Your Production Credit . man depends on
on-farm contacts to keep him up to the
minute on local conditions.
It puts him in a better position to understantt-your money needs.
_ After all, his business is to
provide you with farm
credit service. •
The go ahead people
-#

Will Be Published On

ARMINGTON FEED

'WS
ORMOND MIXNG
Complete Rations In Meal or PielitsfriAN Weis&
VITA FERM* SERVICE HEACQUARTIMPS:

HORSEFEED
We Can Mix To Your Specifications or Supply Complete Feed

DOGFEED
SPORTMIX — TRY M
Hunters and Kennel Owners Ask About Our Kennel Price of 50D
Lbs. and Ow Approved By The National Remarthencil

EQUIPMENT
WHOLESALE DISTRIMITORS
Form Equipment, Livestock Feeders and Waterers

Tuesday,
February 21st
Included in this section will be news,
photographs and related-stories of our local
FFA chapters g Calloway County.
The Section will be published during
National FFA Week.
The deadline for advertisements to
-in ----eluded in this section is Tuesday, Pcbruaty
14th.
Local Merchants interested in being a part of this Salute- to The Calloway Co. FFA Chapters
please call our advertising department at...

ANIMAL HEALTH SUPPLIES
A full and Complete line of Products for Prevention Of Livestock
Disease Prescription Drugs Available Through Your Vetennaren
Your Veterinarian Is Trained and Qualified to Discuss Your Animal
Health Needs We Work Together

A NEW SD?VICE

A

VE7ERIN4RY NUTRITIONAL COLPIC11%
COMPRISED OF:
RATION FORMULATION
HERD HEALTH RECOMMENDATIONS
PRE-MIX AND FEED ADDITIVE ADVICE
Your neIghbor Nutrena knows how to help

753-1919
. Milerray Ledger & Times
•••‘••
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•Feed8
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Lady Racers Score Leis
14 Points To WhipPeny

LAUNCHING ONE - Kathy Hughes, a former standout at
Paducah St. Mary, 'packs up a shot from about 10 feet in the
win over Austin Peay Saturday. The Lady Racers mode 20 of 29
shots in the second kali and scored the genie's final 14 points
for a 64-49 win.
(sego /Wog by MI. Irseeloa)

•College Basketball Scores
By The Associated Pr'ess
EAST
Army 71, Seton Hall 67
Boston St 83, Salem St 72
Bowdoin 93,Gordon%
Brandeis 76, Middlebury 67
Brown 64, Columbia 62 - Cheyney St 110; Millersville
90
Coast Guard 53, MIT 48
C0113Y 90: Amherst 65 - '
Colgate 79, Buffalo 72

Maine 94, Vermont 74
Pennsylvania 49, Princeton
44
Phila. Textile 82, Lycoming
54
Pittsburgh 82, Penn St 65
Rhode Island 10r, Stonehill
63
Rutgers 77, Syracuse 73
Tufts 77, Worcester Tech 75''Westminster 57, Slippery
Rock 54

Cornell 88, Yale 64.
SOUTH
Dartmouth 82, Davidson 69
Alabama 81, Auburn 74
Delaware 69, Lehigh 68
Augustus 74, W Georgia 72
Fordham 75, Navy 68
.Austin Peay 83, Murray 81
Geo Washington 77, CamDuke 105,E Carolina 82 '
pbell Col 63,..
.
E Kentuckyik,Morehead 60
Georgetown:
.D.C. 80, New 0 E Tennessee 67, Tenn Tech
England Col 30 _
.61
La Salle 82,Temple 75
Georgia Tech 57,St. Louis 49
Memphis St 86,Tulane 78
Mississippi
Col
69,
Livingston 65
Mississippi St 78, Florida 74
Nev-Las
Vegas
at
Louisville. ppd.,snow

UK Hoping To
Stay In Lead,
To Host 'Dogs

under three minutes left in the switched into the man-to-man in the
By MIKE BRANDON
league.
Ledger & Times Sports Editor __game.
_
and that really enabled us to
On Thursday, the Lady
The Murray State Lady--- Then, with some brilliant control the tempo of play," Racers play a 6
p.m. game in
Racers had been needing a inside play by Mounts and Smith added.
the Sports Arena with Lamlayoff and they got their wish Mary Jane Gates along with
With the victory, the Lady buth befOre
hosting East
this past Thursday when a some fine shooting from the. Racers Jim now 7-9 on the --Tennessee at
6:16 p.m.
game) at Uncion was called corner by Laura Lynn, the season and will get one of their -Saturday.
because of the weather.
- Lady Racers began pulling toughest tests of the season
&Frey Stet.
Tuesday when Morehead
The layoff hampered and away.
tg-tga ft-Pla rb Pf t12
A-- And, using a fullcourt man- -visits.
helped-the Lady Racers
Mackburn
4-4
0-1 7 2 8
Lynn
5-6
2-3 8 2 12
Saturday when they took a 64- to-man press, began to run up
Morehead is 9-2 and paced Mounts
6-9
3-5 13 4 15
49 west Austin Peay over the the margin almost at will as by freshman sensation Donna MaddiL
1-0
2-3 5 2 4
Barn'
7-10
0-1
3 4 15
the Lady Goys couldn't break Murphy who not only leads the Parrish
post Lad/ Governors.
0-1
2-4 3 1
2
the press. And when they did uVC in scoring with a 21.0 Hughes
0-2
0-1 0 0 0
Herndon
0-1
0-0 0 0 0
"We were at the point we manage to break the press, average but is also tops in the Gates
3-6 11
34
4 9
were needing a break so the they were forced to put up rebound department, pulling
Totals
26-47 12-24 50 19 64
girls took off the day before hurried shots to try and get down 17 per game.
Amine Psey
rb pt tp
,
The contest with Morehead Swofford
the Union game. But I hadn't back in the game.
3-9 1-2 14 4 7
anticipated the game being- . When the hurried shots went will begin at 5:15 p.m. in the Plucker
7-21 3-7 17 1 17
..2-8 04 5 5 4
called off and we may have aik.they came down into the MSU Sports Arena and there Sanothermaes.,
Wood
3-16 0-0 6 2 6
wound up with too much time hands of either Mounts or will be no admission. McFartut
3-15 04 6
1 6
Vitntanore
34 04 0 2 6
Basketball
Gates
Jean
coach
then
fans
Lynn
Racer
are urged to Brown
off," said
took over
1-6 1-3 6 4 3
from there. Lynn had a couple come to the game which will
Totals
Smith.
2241 5-13 59 20 49
Murray
17 47-64
In the first half Saturday, it of dazzling moved in the final feature some of the top talent Austin
Posy
25 24-.49
looked as if the Racers hadn't minute and Mounts made a
played in two weeks as they spectacular block on a fast.
were sluggish and rusty, break. The Racers ended up hitting only six of 18 shoti scoring the game's final 14
from • the - field - and falling point&
We really began to settle
behind 25-17 at intermission.
At the seven-minute mark of down and get back Into the
the half, the score was just 17- game in the second half. I
9 and though there were few think the benefit of the layoff
turnovers, the game seemed showed in the second half. For
to drag somewhat becauseof-Atte- whole half, we really
'played some ball," Smith
the lack of scoring.
said.
"
But the second half was a
It was the most balanced
different story. After the scoring the Racers have had
Racers took the first 20 this season. Mounts scored 15
minutes to warm up, they to pace the attack along with
came back out and played Cindy Barrix who ripped in
some of their best ball of the seven of 10 from the field.
season, outscoring
the Lynn added 12 points while
CroVernors 4V24 in the half.
Gates had nine and Blackburn
"I kind of felt before the eight. The Racers had only 15
game that we might be a little turnovers in the game.
ragged in the first half,"
"Barris really did a fine job
Smith said..
for us at the point. She got into
With the exception of Linda some foul trouble and we had
Blackburn, who came in and to take her out late in the
hit four of four'from the field, game. I thought Blackburn
the Racers shot quite poorly had a superb first half but in
from the field, hitting only two the second half, we had to
of_their 14 other shots.
have more height and went
But in the second half, with Gates. She really gave us
everyone was Mtn
,
* as the a. good game both on the ofLady Racers canned 20 of fensive and defensive boards.
their 29 shots and played as
"Mounts and Lynn found
TWO Off THE SNEAK - Cindy Barris (1$) of the Roars
well if not better than they did themselves and played very
scores two of her IS points on this fa:thrash drive he the first
in the first .half last Monday well, particularly in the last 10
half. In porsoit Is Aostia Pony's Carol Wood.
against Middle Tennessee.
minutes when the chips were
Murray State finally caught down. I was really gladito see
the Lady Goys midway them come through the way
through the last half and on a they did.
three-point play by Jackie Jo
The press was -probably
Mounts, pulled out to a 37-36 the key. We came out in the
lead.
second half with the purpose
The Racers worked the lead of attacking the ball. We
• We do professional work
out to six at 50-44 but the Goys started in a 1-2-2 zone press
• We do only the work you authorize
.we return worn-out parts
came back with five straight then when they started getting
and trailed 50-49 with just some shots off against it, we

New Orleans 87, Georgia
66
N Carolina 98, Clemson 64
LEXINGTON, Ky. (API - Old Dominion 64, William &
Kentucky will try to protect its Mary 63
Southeastern Conference lead
Tennessee at Kentucky,
tonight at the expense of Geor- ppd., snow
gia, perhaps the most unTowson St 81, Mt St. Mary's
predictable basketball team in 58
the league.
Valdosta St 107, Armstrong
By The Associated Press
Georgia brings a 3-5 SEC St 88
National BasketballAs-sociation
mark and a 9-8 overall record
Eastern Conference
into Rupp Arena while Ken- Vanderbilt 64, Georgia 56
Atlantic Division
Virginia 81, N Carolina St 73,
tucky is 6-1 in the loop.
W L Pct. GB
Georgia whipped Louisville OT
Phila
32 14 .696
Wake
Forest
82, N York
in the Holiday Tournament
26 22 .542 7
and beat Tennessee at Appalachian St 71
Buffalo
16 28 .364 15
Washington de Lee 105, Boston
Knoxville last week for the
14 30 .318 17
first time in 25 years. Georgia Bridgewater, Va. 77
N Jrsy
9 39 .188 24
also handed Alabama one of
Central Division
its two SEC losses then fell to
San Ant. 29 18
.617 Vanderbilt.
Wash
26 20 .565 21
/
2
While Kentucky was sitting
N OrIns
24 24 .500 5½
out the first postponement in
Cleve
n 23 .489 6
By The Associated Press Atlanta
its history Saturday, Alabama
23 26 .469 7
EAST
and Mississippi State were
Houstn
16 31 .340 13
busy hanging up victories that Bates 105, Keene St 90
Western Conference
CCNY
82,
Lehman 78 r
ran their league records to 6-2.
Midwest Division
Georgia is one team that can Clarkson 92, St. John Fisher Denver
30 17 .638 77
match up with Kentucky
Chcgo
26 22 .542 41
/
2
physically, starting a pair of 6- Fairfield 90, New Hamp- Mlw
26 24 .520 51
/
2
shire
55
10 frontliners to battle Rick
Detroit
22 25 .468 8
N.Y. Tech 56, Spring Garden, Ind
Robey and Mike Phillips.
19 27 .413 101
/
2
They are center Lavon Mer- 52
K.C.
16 33 .327 15
Sacred Heart 82, St.
cer, who has been averaging
Pacific Division
12.1 points a game, and Lucius Anselm's 80, OT
Port
38 8 .826
York
51,
Queens
47
Foster, who has been pumping
Phnix
32 15 .681 61
/
2
SOUTH
in 13.6 points per game.
Seattle
27 22 .551 121
/
2
Elizabeth
Ot
76,
Norfolk
St 73 Gldn St
Georgia hasn't won on Ken23 25 .479 16
MIDWEST tucky's court since Feb. 3,
Los Ang
22 25 .468 161
/
2
Notre
Dame
Maryland
69,
54
1923.
Satutday's Games
New York 106, Chicago 96
Detroit 115, Cleveland 105
Sunday's Games
Golden State 99, Boston 88
Atlanta 107, Buffalo 102
Washington 119, Los Angeles
112
Philadelphia 118, Denver 117
Detroit 120,Cleveland 116,01
New Orleans 107, Indiana 91
announces the relocation of the
San Antonio 127, Kansas City
113

The Houston
McDevitt Clinic

Medical Office of
Dr. Richard M. Hutson
to 1532 lone Oak Road
Paducah, Ky. 42001

OVC Standings
'MK
Western Kentucky
Middle Tennessee
East Tennessee
Austin Peay
Eastern Kentucky
Tennessee Tech
Murray State
Morehead

5-2
5-2
4-2
4-3
4-3
4-3
.14
04

9-10
13-5
12-5
10.7
94
7-9
5-13
4-11

Twallsf's Sews

DT. Hutson's Office is adjacent to Lodrdes IbsoNal and
his telephone number is U2-0683.

Wilmington college at EASTERN by 20
East Tennessee at UNC-W11.11IINGTON
by seven

evie;p6e0 etfteellei
lletriZiREFEAD
five
Seam. Record 59-21 intd/C

by

52

IMPOSING RGUIE-It mealas easy task for Aosilnhay's
Carol Wood to throw the holl.inheends an Mary Jane Gates

(52) of the Inters applies pressure it tin bamboo an do
press. Gates finished with aim points and 11 robs's&

HOUR
DRY

cLeareFts

Central Shoppiing Center
Open 7 a m to 6 p m
6 Days-A

Week

Phone 753-9084

Portland 123, Houston 88
Seattle 103, Milwaukee 101
Phoenix 131. New Jersey 100
Monday's Games
No games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Indiana vs. Boston at
Springfield
.
Denver at New York
Los Angeles at Cleveland
Washington at San Antonio
Atlanta at Chicago
Buffalo at New Orleans

Vandy Clips
Bulldogs And
Sets Record
NASHVILLE,Tenn.( AP)Charles Davis and Mike
Rhodes of Vanderbilt combined to give Georgia a
headache and Vandy its
second victory this season in
the Southeastern Conference.
Davis,
a
muscular
sophomore forward, scored 26
points and pulled down 16
rebounds Saturday night as
the Commodores upset,.
Georgia 64-56. Rhodes, a
freshman, added 16 points as
Vanderbilt preserved an 11game unbeaten streak over
the Bullogs dating back over a
number of seasons.
Vanderbilt also snapped a
three-game losing streak in
the Southeastern Conference
as the team prepared to face
arch-rival Tennessee tonight
in Nashville. Georgia is at
Kentucky, which faces its first
opponent since heavy snows
postponed Saturday night's
game in Lexington, Ky., with
Tennessee.
Lucius Foster, a junior,
paced Georgia by scoring 15
points and collaring a gamehigh 19 rebounds.
Vanderbilt set a Memorial
Gymnasium record by sinking14 uf, 14 foul shots as a tetuu.
breaking the 'reit-iris 1974.
record of ,11 for 11.

GOOD TUES. WED. THUR.
JAN._ 21 FEB. 1-2

COATS

SUCKS
TROUSERS

EXPERTLY
DRY CLEANED

MIX OR MATCH

99

EXPERTLYDRY CLEANED

89

39,
ea•

SHIRTS
LAUNDERED AND
PRESSED TO
PERFECTION

ON HANGE4
11m.
OR FOLDED

•••,.

GOOD ALL WEEK

The GoodyearPromise

00;8E4
0
...mIsenessommoN111111

NO HASSLE SERVICE

Pro Basketball Standings

Sunday's Scores

oR R41

ENGINE TUNE-UP
$3088
$3688

;588

LUBE &OIL CHANGE
• Complete chassis lubrication and oil change
• Helps ensure long wearing parts and smooth.

•••••-vvIiir

Up to 5 cits of
magor brand
10'30 grade oil

44

quiet performance • Please phone for appointment
• Includes light trucks • Ask for our Fr** Battery Power Chock.

ALIGNMENT SPECIAL

4 cy

• Adjust caster. camber and toe-in to correct
specifications • Rotate 4 tires • Inspect Steering & suspension • Road test car • Most US made cars - and some i

•Electronic engine, charging and starting system anal-

•
•

$24"

Additional parts
estra if needed

fluid • Replace filter when equipped
• Install new pan gasket • Adjust bangs
and linkage, where applicable

Additional

parts extra
if needed
& brake system add fluid • Road test car
OR
4-WREEt. DAUM: New brake linings & grease seilir
• Reface drums•Repack front
bearings • Inspect brake system add fluid • Road test car

GOODYEAR
MUFFLER

UFETIME*
WHEEL BALANCING

88 installed

:
•

$550

MOst U S -made cars parts extra if needed

•

• Drain transmission, refill with fresh

sr/

$5988

2-WNIEL MONT DISC: New brake pads Si grease seats
• Reface rotors • Repack bearings • Inspect calipers

Add $200 for air conditioning. Price includes parts and labor

TRANSMISSION
SERVICE

•01-

Excludes front wheel drive cars

BRAKE OVERHAULYOUR CHOICE

$4088
,
5-40.

psis • New points, plugs. condenser • Adiust dwell.
timing, and carburetor •:Includes Datsun, Toyota. VW
and light trucks • Electronic ignition $4 less • Saves
fuel. ensure last starts.

•orted cars

88
$
13
Parts extra
.e
if needed

r4ei

• Meets ei-ixceeds all U.S. auto
•
•

makers specifications. LIFETIME•
LIMITED WARRANTY.

;
i
•

• Free replacement)f muffler fails due to
blowout, faulty workmanship, materials,
WNW Or rust, for as long as you C011eTTOur

•

car:

You pay only once! FREE rebalance.
if needed. at Goodyear Store doing
the original balancing.
• Lifetime is the life of the tread balanced,.
as long aoureis not removed
,
from,its rim:

BATTERY SALE-SAVE $$$ NOW!
'Power Gard'
Maintenance Free
Battery

$4695

FREE

Economy'
All Weather
Battery

V-BELT AND
HOSE CHECK

$2395
Groups 221, 24, .
241. with eich

Stoup 221, with exch.

FREE INSTALLATION

FREE INSTALLATION
Never needs water!
Permanently sealed
power - virtually takes
care of itself

IT COSTS YOU FIVE
r

A rugged, dependable
battery loaded with
qualify features Ideal
for today's small cars'

MINUTES & NO CASH

• We inspect all cooling system hoses

and engine fan belts • We recommend
replacement parts (if needed) and
their costs.

Ash About Our Foreign Car Batteries
DON'T MISS OUT ..-.-sete ENDS SAT..NIGHT

JustSaylCharge it'
Uskany of these 7 other ways to buy Our Own Custom./ Credit Plan • Master Charge
• 03nlisrweric aril • American Express Money Card • Carte Siancrie • Diners Club • Cash

ORM ;Fla
see

Goodyear Revolving Charge Account
"

..S t"t•

Cr.42,1 Twrs tri‘et As Sflfor,Ar 000elti,

6OODA,
41YEAR
For more good years in your car

"f Stern r. A, C

Ii T ,Nr-spar.

GOODYEAR SERVICE STORES
Mgr. R. Cartwright

721 S. 12th St.
liv
erifor, .

•

.s.

0( 111.0an

C-

Stars Boort: 7511 A.M. until 6th P.M. My • Ow NI* oat. Cmli p.U.
Mgr. T. Toad&
My.L WItto
Mgr. LG. Masses
, 315 W.Broadway
600 Jefferson
100S.Stateline

MahlifikklEr.

247471

-

IPadueds;
4424fid
244.

•- Felten,Ky.
472-1000

•";

O.

•

rag 7 THE MURRAY, Ky., LEDGIR &IIINUAsesdnrerAmoonia,41101----
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Wi—
ime Realty.A Game

ith TwoSecoms
It's Peay133, MSU 81
The Peay goes to 10-7
Austin Peay led for almost having three men defensing
By MIKE BRANDON
layup with seven seconds left,
all of the first half and on three the 6-6 senior from Fort overall and 4-3 in the league to
Ledger & Times Sports Editor making it 83-81.
Muff wasn't remain in the race. Murray is
Mike Muff had his coat
- As soon as the ball fell occasions, held nine-point Wayne. But while
out 1-6 in the league but has four of
handing
he
scoring,
Was
stolen at Austin Peay through, the Racers were leads. At halftime,-• the
assists and cleaning the its last seven games at home
Un- screaming for a timeout. Governors led 41-34.
night.
Saturday
and its toughest road game
But, though Peay did lead boards.
fortunately, that wasn't the While they were screaming,
Then in the second half, he will be at Middle Tennessee so
)..only thing Murray State three seconds went off the by as much as nine, it was
fairly evident the 3,000 fans broke loose-for 18 points..He _ It's still- possible the Racers
-University had taken from clock.
finished with 15 rebounds and could still wind up in the OVC
them at Clakrsville.
- Peay inbounded the ball
dealed out eight assists.
Tournament.
Over the course of the final and with two seconds left, the
-They jammed him up real
liburrwy stet.
50 seconds of the game, ap- whistle was blown and a foul
-ta-tga ft-fta rb
well in the middle but he was
proximately seven seconds was called on the Racers. But
21
12
,....2-11—ht.
Wil"
giving up the ball and finding Mg
$49 se is 4 18
were missing somewhere in the clock kept running and the
Jarrett
open
1-3
0-1 4 4 2
other people who were
--Murray State's 83-81 loss to buzzer sounded. When it did,
Thirdluil
5-9
3-5 10 4 13
WHAT HAPPENED? — Yee have four guesses as to what took piece on this shot by Norman
iind that's the mark of a Warren
7-17
1-2 2 2 15
the Austin peay players ran
..Austin Peay.
of Austin Peay. A. Jackson charged. B. Jimmy Warren fouled. C. Jackson walked D.
Jackson
proud
Jackson
3
0-0
0-10
12
1
.complete player. I'm so
- With 43 seconds left and effithe floor and • MSU coach
.04
Q.
1 2 0
none of the others. The answer: D. Believe it or net, Skeeter Wiliest, who is jest beginning his
back Kelly
came
Mike
way
the
.01
Leffia
041 0 0 0
41-1
the Governors holding an 80-75 Fred-Overton ran toward the
jump, blocked the shot in on incredible display of vertical leaping abilly‘
Totals
31-771 15-23 52 zo 81
and played in the second
lead, a walking violation was officials and the scorer's
us*
said.
Overton
(INN Noes by Mike &MO*
half,"
Peep
called on The -Pear. After the table. It did no good.
•
fg-tga ft-tta rb
141
was Ho% ard
Also impressive
6-9
4
3
4-9
14
great
a
two
played
blown,
"We
had
whistle
who had 13 Mason
Thirdkill
Johnnie
1.1 0 4 11
5-8
seconds ticked off the clock. ballgame for 39:58," Overton
Mayo
12-16
0-0 13 4 24
points and 10 rebounds while Jackson
6-14
5-6 4 4 17
With 33 seconds left, Skeeter said in the dressing room.
13
scored
Pagan
who
Jimmy
0-0 4 2 6
Warren,
3-7
"There's "still two seconds
Wilson made two free throws
Randall
.
2-5
4 4 4
0-0
in the first half, finished up Harris,
0-0 0 0 0
0-1
left in that game and I want bo
_And it was.80-77.
with 15 _and_ Bobo Jacks" Alfred Eiarney 1-3 34 4 2— t
- Two seconds after finish it, I don't care when we
---11.1ionard
1-2 545
added_12.
Totals
34-65 J5-26 31 27 13 ,
•
free- throws, the play it or where we play it.
his
-Murray State
Jarsson garTid by -Tar
35 46-81
—
-Racers intentionally fouled They sure have a quick clock
Austin
Peay
42-83
41
best game of the season;
Overton
here,"
reserve Alfred Barney. He hit down
times penetrating
several
•
the first fret throw, missed steamed.
zone and geing to
the
through
the second slid the Racers' 'Murray State was' a better g
_IWtt,,He
also
Anstisb•-•
than
IITTaterP1310-r—
- Important - thing- you c
• iotninit Thirdkilrrebounded:' team Saturday
--1/Y-B°B-GREElr—
Pregir
is
bglelliterremailiable quicknesss
Gene
Veteran
.
Littler and
have."
- Muff was fouled with 24 Peay. The Racers outplayed,
AP
FOOTBALL
Wf_Writer
seemed to be playing with
He nailed it down with a -hig-Andi-Bean, both of whom
seconds left and his two free outhafftel and outreboun
National Football League
- more confidence than he's had •
SAN - utEGO - ( AP) -throws made it an 81-79 game. the Governors. They did
- NEW ORLEANS SAINTS- Married life will be a little front-running final round of 2- made challenges then fell
all season.
under-par 70 that made him a victim to their own mistakes, With fullcourt pressure facing everything but outscore them.
"I was really proud of old Fired Hank Stram, head simpler for Jay Haas.
It would have been im-stroke winner at 278, 10 shots and. John Schroeder tied for
3
them, the Governors got the
coach.
for
good
is
really
never
It
Bobo," Overton said. "He
par on- the 7,047-yard second at 281. Littler, who left
under
ball in but after getting across possible for Murray to have
BASKETBALL
e
golf
go
ypsy
rg
u
oa
t
eow
ll
h
o
t
f
came in there and really had
one in a blinker on the 15th."
Basietball
the time line, were trapped played any better. The Racers
National
an
in
himself a game," Overton
.
had a final 72. Bean,_ whose
and with 16 seconds left they had just 12 turnovers in the
Association
motels.
of
series
endless
added.
game, Peay had l6 Murray
drive for the top died-when he
called a timeout.
BOSTON._
can
you
.
when
easier
.-E1,:TICS.
An,is
it
But
_
. "Skeeter played just a great -.--•
3•Patted the- 18th, and.
Peay upped its lead to 83 •had 52 rebounds;Peaihad 38.
nal-n-6411M rdirAthenT -0( oLr.M your schedtile: And
playing
keep
can
he
If
game.
DIEGO'(API.= Final
SAN
State
Murray
In all honesty,
• -Schroeder had final 69s.
79 with _13 searnas left when
liailicet,
John
forwird•
Jarffaas,
24-year-old
bright,
like this, we're going to cause
scores and money-winnings
the end of who plans to be married next
Otis Howard was fooled and would have probably beaten
some problems for people," guard, effective at
Tom Watson, twice a winner
in the 6200,000 Andy
Sunday
they
team
OVC
twd- free throws. Still, any other
the season. winter, solved a lot of Williams-San Diego Open Golf this year and the 1977 San
added.
Overton
HOCKEY
Murray wasn't finished as would have been playing. But
-problems with his front-round Tournament on the 7,047-yard, _Diego champion,made eagle 3
Austin Peay's Phil Mayo
-,
National
Junior guard Bobo Jackson they just weren't meant to win
Hockey_
Leliele
84 which shot him into the par-72 South course at the Tor-' -on Meting bole tots 71 and 4
who time and time again
YOR
drove the lane and pat in a Saturday at Clarksville.
ERS--: victory circle in the Andy rey Pines Golf Club:
sneaked in the lane for quick NEW
285 total. Johnny Miller
Recalled KerlilMf, hen WWiams San Diego Open.
finished
$40,000
putbacks,
or
passes
Jay
finished at the same figure
Haas
Overton As A Player
with 24 points to lead the 'Goys wing, and Mike Keating, left
72-64-72-70-278 after a closing 69.
his
in
first
the
victory,
The
the
Austin Peay,60-61
of
Haven
$15,467
while "Stormin" Norman wing,from New
Gene3littler
rican Hocke League. brief, two-year tour career,
Amey
71-68-68-72-281'
Jackson
added-17-r -Otis ftetiumeto
Haas, nephew and golf
would
weather
omelioeft was Worth 840,000 from the
s
who braved the
.eijol
618,467 student of forrAn:' Masters
se O $200,000 -and Andy Bean
(to New Riveivo;-tdrat
• be in for a superb game as the Howard -14 atitt-,Glarerlee wing
71-71-70-69-281 champ Bop Goa I by, started
carriea some other very
Racers displayed excellent Mason IL
$15,467 the warm, sunny final round
linnOrtillit dividends. It lifts John Schroeder
• •
fundamental ball.
--69-72-71-69--281 with a 1-shot lead and pulled
him out of the ranks of
Murray blocked out well on
$8,200 away with three consecutive
qualifiers for 12 months. And, Fuzzy Zoeller
the boards, zipped quick
70-70-71-71-282 birdies beginning on-'the 4th.
•
with assured appearances in
passes and played good
$6,225 • He clinched it with three
.
---the Masters-and- Tournament Bill Rogers
defense. They played together
76-68-7148-283 scrambling pars on the back,
,--virtually_
. of . C.bamplons
as well as they've played all.
.
$6,225 sinking a 12-foot saving putt on
this- Grier Jones
assures
season and, for the most part, .
of
cancellation
the
73-68-70-72-283 the 14th and good recoveries
The conditions of the roads have forced
never let Austin Peay control
- year's top 60 Money winners
$6,225 on the next two.
three more basketball games.
the tempo of the game.
and an exemption for all of Doug Tewell
69-71-70-73-283
Calloway County was to have played a home twinbill - 1979.
Only once did it look as if the
Mark Pfeil
$6,225
Governors might pull away. tonight with Lowes but those contests have been called as has
"You 'really can't ap66-74-70-73--283
Leading 68-63, Austin Peay the Murray High girls' game at Mayfield.
MISS YOUR PAPER?
$5,000
School officials at Calloway County have set no date for preciate how much that Alan Tapie,
scored six consecutive points
70-7143-70-284
Satarlben aim be,. eet
the Lowes contests and unless the weather InVos;" said Haas, a former
rescheduling
and pulled out to a 74-63 lead
rWonal collegiate champion
received their liesse-dalvered
with 4:53 left and Overton breaks soon, the games ma, not be replayed.
from Wake Forest. "You can
and
out
snowed
games
four
had
now
have
boys
Laker
The
tsar of The MIIMI Ledger &
called for a timeout.
the Laker girls, whoare 10-0 on the season,have alsolostfour plan your mliedule. You can
When the Racers came back
-take some. time off without
games to the snow.
Friday et by 3:30p...sofaiss;•,
an. the floor, they went to
losing your exemption for the
to
Murray High's girls ha% e lost five of their games due
days are weed,'call7134916
Lrork, not rushing shots or
'tournament.
don't
You
LOUISVILLE, KY. ( AP)snow. The Tiger boys, who are scheduled to play at Cairo next
between 5:10 p. a.
rylng on the offensive end.
have to worry about being The University of Louisville's
Tuesday, have had three games snowed out and no decision
laosiday-Frkisy, or 3:311 pm.
And'they got right back into
to
somewhere
Monday
on
basketball game with Nevadahas been made yet on tomorrow's game, though it's quite
eel 4p. a. Saturdays, to IMMOthe gihie.
qualify.
Las Vegas has been
likely it too will be postponed.
*Avery 414 SW nevapeper. Cab
"We've played so well, it's
tell
to
begin
can't
"I
youhow
rescheduled for Feb. 6.
Also, no decision has been made on Tuesday's twinbill at
oat he pieced by'S p.m. weeP
just incredible vienould be 5The game, originally
Jeffrey Gymnasium between Calloway County and Fulton .. important this is to me.
ivyI or 4 p.a. Seterdeys S.
13," Overton said. "these kids - County.
"Almost anybody out here scheduled for Saturday night,
poreetoil delivery.
come out game after game
I on the tour ) will tell you that was postponed because of
and give all they got. When
the exemption is the most adverse weather conditions.
•
you give that much, you
.11110OHNISSIIIIM 11B NIMHO 110101M4/0•0•1
s
should get something in
4(
return. I really mean this, this
ballclub is the best team I've
coached yet.
#"46

:41

Haas ms By Three At
an Diego Tournament

Sports Deals

San Diego Scores

Tiger Girls' Game Oft
Laker Twinbill Called
•

Louisville-Vegas
Game Set Feb. 6

011,1111111,

PERFECT FORM - Skeeter

Wilson displays a picture-perfect
shooting form as he goes up over Austin Palsy's Phil Mayo for
two from the side. Wilson had 21 points for the Racers and 12

rebounds in the best gems of his career.

RICHE I

BEYOND YOURWILDESTDREAMS

FREE LUXURY CARS,HOMES, ANTIQUES, CLOTHES,
JEWELRY,-WATS, MOTOR HOMES„ APPUANCB
ETC EVERYTHING FREE OR AT A FRACTION OF
THE COST! WE WILL SHOW YOU EXACTLY HOW.
OF UFE IN
TO ACHIEVE THE LUXURY'S AND.RICHES
_
OUR EDUCATIONAL
"NEWSLETTERS AND REPORTS"
FORTUNE

ENTERPRISES,Ltd.
'P.O.lox 9197 Dept. No.671
-Treasure Island, Florida 33740
Gentleman:
Yes, I know I'm paying to much for everything, but I
don't know what to do about it! I have enclosed $1.00 to
cover shipping and handling. Please RUSH me the facts on your educational
"NEWSLETTERS AND REPORTS"
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
SteirE

••/

-

DP

"They are the most enjoyable bunch of kids I've ever
worked with. They show total
unselfish play and have been
playing excellent defense.. And
now we seem to have our
offense going well.
"It's just a case of one trip
down the floor. We've now lost
two games by one point, two
by three and one by two. Last
year we were winning the
close ones and that's the
difference.
"It's going to be tough and
we're going to be in a situation
where we have to win every
game we have left but I
believe this group could really
do it," Overton added,
referring to the team's
chances of making the-postseason conference tournament.
The Racers' had some
brilliant performances.
Skeeter Wilson has never
played a better game. He was
simply an animal on the
boards, showing unbelievable
leaping ability and several
times causing the crowd to
gasp as he rejected shots.
Wilson finished with 21
points, 12 rebounds and three
blocked shots. It was his
second consecutive standout
performance.
- Mike Muff was shut out in
the first half, missing all six
shots he took as the Governors)
colhtpsed their 1-272 zone
around Mug, 'sometimes

111
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THINK WARM

ENJOY Fun at Murray's Finest RECREATIONAL
Facility
LIMITED New Memberships for 1978 Available Single - Husband & Wife - Family
Activities Available
V

TENNIS:

1/SWIM:

4-Tennis Courts
Lights For Night Play
Dressing & Restrooms
Olympic Size Pool With
1 & 3 Meter Diving Boards
Kiddie Pool
Modern Bathouse with_Lackers
•

Exercise Equipment
-Sauna & Wiiirtpoo'
Membership Fees Based
.Upon Activitiet You Want To Use

- Example: Family Swim Season- $130.09 per yr.

Easy Payment Plan For Initition & Season Fees
Murray Tenpis Center Inc.
LITTJ4 MAN INSIDE - Bobo leases, who at only 6-1 likes to
got ki the rebound action, goes took. offensive boards against
Midi" Ploy1. Otis Howard The rebound went to Skeeter
Wps(42)who scored on the piny.
•Owl ruses by M.trended)
• s•

*
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Hwy.641 North
753-0129 „
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Eldeity Couptes:Mftis-e:_

sraeli-Arab-Tal.ktMay
TolLS.

Morse, Noy Better_
CHTCAGO(AP) 7- Some 400 for- sumessful marriage -.A4Fie. 1
mg- wait out the WOCTO
their 50th anniversaries this4 the better.
"When he gets in my way,
year hava...some simple advice
he just goes downstairs and
stays in the basement for a
: ..Jokeph
while," said Mrs
7
1-knits& of Chicago.
She and her hueband were
among the couples who
near-zero tembraved
peratures and snow-clogged
streets to attend a,mass in
FILM, FLASN MMES,
their honor laid lLY __CfLrikal
CAMERAS,FRANS
John cody, archbishop af the
Chicago Roman Catholic
Artcreft Studiel
ills. 114/Siang diocese.
Porting af Reaklear
-M-8r
ThEtt•iiplea-Wefe honor

Crossword Puzzler
ACROSS
65 Ireland
in/Wiled
5 Time gone

Aitseves: to 4aturday:s Pui2le

obW4

9 Man's.
nickname
12 JqurneY
lath
13 Pilaster
14 Meadow
15 Clans
17 Part of to
be',
18 Small rug
19 The
caama
- -21-Waar
away
23 Smashes
27 Exists
28 Book of
Old
Testament
'
29 Cioaning

1 Rear of
ship
2. Equality
•
Silkworm
4 Argdes
Out of
date
'6 Article
7 Music as
written
8 Domesticate
30
4B-GIOdwei
flower
9-Nearty • .
49 Healthy
32 Mine
1 0 Conduct
entrance 50 Booty
11 Doom "
Torso
Girl's
33
5416 Landed
36 Skill
name
property
---3Z=Geavased•-602
ending
22 Astata , 40 Insect
43 Note of i 57 Mohammedan
taf
MIMS
2-3-Presentetion - scale
Flab
51 dec_45 Mans
58_Chicken
24 Sharpen
34 Preposition 25 Coniunction
nickname 81 Symbol for
35 Soiled
silver
47 Metal
26 Offspring
38 Note of
fasteners
30 Parts of
scale
39 Spider's
trap
41 Sea eagle
42 Shy
44 Babylonian
deity
46 COurage
Covering
48
of an egg51 Seasoning
52 Man's
nickname
53 Faeroe
Islands
whirlwind
55 Book of
Old
Testament
59 Everyone

a reception -later 'where
s
hem offered
severe
comments about marriage.
- - "Lots of kids go into marriage tacitly thinking, 'Well, if
it doesn't work, I can always
get out,"' said Deutsch, who
added that he and his wife
went through hard times
during the Depression, but
"never even thought of
separation."
"What keeps a marritge together? Honestyk love, and
hard-iiii4-," lain:eV-Ralph
Capolongo, 66, .61 Mese.
"And plenty of home
,
--cooking;'• added'hefil-year
old husband.
Many of those celebratinj
their golden anniversaries
agreed on one thing: to Survive a long-lasting marriage,
forget about the illusions of
unending bikes.,
",Tolerance-3e-4 big-part-of
marriage," said Mrs. Morrell
Richards of Chicago. "When
the going gets hard, you've got
to try a little harder and wait
for better times — something
couples nowadays seem to fore
get."
"Kids gettingmarried today
want too maay things all a
once. They rush to get a house
' right away, a washer, a 115,000
car. The emphasis is on
posses ions, not each other,"
For Thomas Kerriian, 79,
who emiireited to the UnitedStates froth Ireland In'1921,
the recipe-for a long marriage
is easy — "Work hard, -soyou're too tired to carry on
with others, and drink a shot
once in a while."
His wife had a simpler explanation: "I married a good
man."

,,.
3 omm. pm"
" "
I MA WWII

.•

WAtTriefellVDMISTOREE4
With Denise Nankivelli-March of Dimes National Poster
Chid, during_ her tCChV Vhit to Washington,
Denise,5,of Elkabethville, Pa., was born with Wfatnire Dresistant rickets. This inherited birth defect which also
afflicts her father, caused her legs to bow when she
began walking, but the condition was straightened with
surgery. The skilled treatment she receives has
strengthened her legs so that she can walk, run and
play. Prevention of birth defects, the nation's most acute
child health problem,isthe goatof the March of Dimes.

- U.S.
JERUSALEM(-My,
Those talks rammed Jan, 13
mediator Alfred Atherton
- lines presented by Egypt in
takes a proposed blueprint for in deadlock over the future of the subsequent talks "would
Arablsraeli peace to Cairo the 20 Jewish settlements es- permit the bulk of the Sinai to
today as Israel and Egypt tablished by Israel in the Sinai rernilitarize,"
endangering
prepare to resume the Desert. When Sadat broke off Israel's borders.
the
parallel
foreign
ministers'
military half of their stalled
In other developments:
negotiations in Jerusalem on
negotiations.
—The Israeli cabinet named
Jan.
18,
President
Carter
preAtherton, an assistant
secretary of state, wants vailed on him not to suspend Maj. Gen. Rafael Eytan, who
Egypt'a reaction to an Israeli the defense ministers' parley. led the 1973 commando raid on
.B
Israel delayed the the Beirut airport, to succeed
cigrstatement
"U. Gen. Mordecai Gur as
principles that would provider-- resumption.
Inef
. .of stein on April 16,
uidelines
fo
, There was stillio'indication
'
negotiations.
when the foreign ministers
—The Israeli Foreign MinisAtherton is to return to would resume negotiations. try said, "We are refraining
Washington in the middle of
"That is up to Egypt," said from polemics," and refused
the week, to report to Naor. "It wasn't Israel that to comment on an open letter
President
Carter
and broke off the talks."
from Sadat to American Jews,
Secretary of State Cyrus
published in the Miami Herald
Prime
Minister
MenIsraeli
Vance before President
and
criticizing Israeli policy.,
Anwar Sadat arrives for his. achem Begin,in a copyrighted
U.S.
News
di
Interview
with
State Department_
weekend meeting with Carter.
Agreement
the .World Report, charged the spokesman said Atherton in a
declaration jot_ principles--Egyptians renegied-eu-a-peem- weekend meeting with
would
be
the
first bee made by Sadat during his dan's King Hussein did not try
breakthrough • since Sadat' visit to Jerusalem to demili- 'to draw the kinginto the peace
trip to Jerusalem in tarize most of the Sinai Penin- talks now, although his
eventual participation is
November opened the door to sula.
Begin said the demilitarized considered essential.
direct peace negotiations.
Israeli cabinet secretary
"Aryih Naor said Sunday
"agreement is coming
-closer." But Egyptian For
Minister Minister Mohamed
Ibrahim
Kamel
said
ag
went " shOtid ""Ktit be'
expected even during Sadat's
visit to carter.
Israeli Defense Mi Ezer Weivnan was expected
to follow Athertonto Cairo in a-.
day or two following the
decision of the Israeli cabinet
Sunday to resume .his
,negotiations wtth Egyptian
Defense Minister Mohamed
Abdel Ghapy Gamassy.
'
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dications that the systera de- business-consumer disputes
By LOULSE COOK
Other suggestions in their
Associated Press Writer
signed to help Them does not over goods and services. The report include bringing judges66E9g__I:Atmosphere is informal; yeti- -up *date on-new develop.-1An...increasing number_ 4. wayturirtshaped
---mtecicans are _taking -their Bina_ dahlia --courts- _Am present your own case to
61Prefix Tar
meats in_iederid and state
63 GgIt
,
-complaints to- small claims' ed to hzintile sudi things as judge. You usually do not need consumer protection laws and
mound- ,
.
ant, a lawyer and, in some areas, getting the Code* more belandlord-tenant sonflicts
,
I 1, tr b• United Feature , • mate_ ne.
.3f :courts, but there- 'are in-__ENCLabels.
Fibe prolibW from using _volved _inSAtaction of
one. There is no jury.
PEANUTS
A two-year study of 15 small juTh
ts.of follow-up action
dgm
e en
lack
Ltil-ItLE: WE'RE AT it,
HANDS AREA
claims courts, reported in a try the court to make sure that
-10FM CAN PAINT —LRAM:6 CAN PO A
T'S ALSO HEAR IT FOR recent issue of the American judgments are paid is one of
MARVELOUS WORK
PICTURES,PLAY MUSIC
.....„MILLION THINGS. ....,
Bar Association publication the most frequent criticisms
CLAWS
AND' PAWS!
ANP BAKE PIES.!
Judge's Journal, found that of existing laws on small
41
1.
,
1
the
courts are meeting the claims operations.
(,
goal of providing speedy and
A limited study by the New
inexpensive justice. But the York
..
Interest
Public
...
authors of the report also Research Group of judgments
ij4
&Zig
found serious deficiencies. awarded in one borough of
Steven Weller and John New York City found that over
INIZIOZ/
- 30
Ruhnka said the cost to in- 43 percent of the individuals
NANCY
dividuals could be cut through who had
eoutiil
;rot iv4
t i)"
e r ases
t never
I TRY TO
more efficient scheduling of collected._
'
LD
5A.\./
ON
caseelo People wit° use the
YOU NOT
A
E
TRICITY
court sgmnd-as-little-ilmeTO PERT)IFNI-eluded Iii-th-e--"Model toriz---possible away from their.sumer Justice Act" proposed
A POOR 1 AND THAT'S
THE THANKS
LIGHT r--/
regular jobs.
by the Chamber of Commerce
I GET
They also said more active of the United States which has
(eir
participation by judges would called for a complete overhaul
lower costs by making attor- of small claims courts.
neys unnecessary at trial in
The chamber made its promost small claims cases. posal 18 months ago. A
Weller and Ruhnka said that spokeswoman for the 60,00050n 30
lawyers' roles should be member
business
C1978 Untie iestunt S tors I, lee
limited to presenting ad- organization said recently
BEETLE BAILEY
ditional points of law or there had been some progress,
evidence at the end of a case. although there is still a long
YOU'RE
I THINK I'VE FIGURED
' ANOTHER LOB!
All questioning of witnesses way to go. She said Arkansas
TRYING,
OUT YOUR STRATEGY,
should be done by judges, they and Kentucky had passed
-70 WIN
BEETLE
said.
small claims legislation in
••
"This could retain the bene- 1977 along the lines of that
V IT
fits of attorney participation recommended
by
the
in more complex cases, while chamber. A similar bill is
avoiding the potential for an pending in New Mexico and
mir
attorney to harass an opposing the spokeswoman said she
_an
no
—diva
Imams
witness or party," the two hoped more states would act
n
I
r
omoisj
...
mum la
said.
men
this year.
.
veepron

_

fir
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TI
By placing an economical want ad in
The Murray Ledger & Times, yoe
start a chain reaction that is
sometimes unbelievable. You would
be amazed at what a Want Ad can
do...Something that is totally useless
to you is probably just what Reader
X is looking for.

••
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Chicago Artist Will
LecturePtiere Tuesday

BLONDIE
I'VE BEest MEANING
-TO TELL YOU ABOUT THAT
FOR YEARS, DEAR

v.IAS JUST TrlukigiNG
SOCK TO TWE NIGHT C5t OUR
FIRST HAYRIDE

a
\t•

e
.1111L_
f_ 111Maft., (.0
_
„Jr
_

THE PHANTOM
GOODBYE,(SAL DY, 5TEG
otZZ;STRIPES, STRETCH.
SOLOMON, NEFERTi TI,„

FAREWELL
TO EDE&

BACK ACROSS
THE PIRARHAFILLED RIVER-

,
•1

ALL )CU
BEAUTIFUL

Lik
;°t•1

01- ),
!
I',

r

,

"
04e•••••
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Don't believe it? Well, there's one
way to find out-Place your Want Ad
today! You've got very little to lose
and your gain can be unlimited. Then
after we have convinced you, you'll
probably use us again in the
future...thus a chain reaction.

,

..."

•

Painter Richard Roth of State.
Chicago will show slides and - Work by Rothi which
present a visiting artist lec- currently consists of hardture about his work to the edged, minimal, shaped
Paducah Art Guild on Monday panels, has been-eilliNted in a
of
prestigious
evening, Jan. 30, and at number
Murray State University on gallerips, including
Manhattan's 0'. K. Harris
Tuesday evening, Jan. 31.
His presentations are Gallery and the Whitney
scheduled at 7:30 p.m. Museum of American Art. His
Monday at the Market House work also hangs in the perin Paducah and at 7:30 p.m. manent collections of New
Tuesday in Room 431 of the York University, First
Pre Doyle Atine Arts Center National City Bank, The
at Murray State. Both are Chase Manhatten Bank, The
open to the public at no ad- Akron Art Institute, and the
Indianapolis Museum of Art
mission charge.
A native of Brooklyn, N. Y..
The programs are part of a
series of guest artist ap- Roth earned the B. F. A.
pearances during the year at degree at Cooper Union in
Murray State and In the New York and the M. F.A.
surrounding area. The series degree at the Tyler School of
is made possible by grants Art in Philadelphia. He has
from the Kentucky Arts served as a visiting artist at
Commission and the National the University of California at
Endowment for the Arts, in Berkeley, Ohio University,
conjunction
with
the New York University, and the
velierricuirtviklastitutaoof..Cliicago„.
•

Link up with the largest volume;clesman in Calloway County...

the

Murray
Ledger & Times

•

Phone

75319 .6
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2 Notice

edik.M

$106 REWARD for anyone
knowing the person or
persons that threw paint
on cars Friday night.
CaU 7534567.

Pt In
would
unto
wing

arned
who.
Lid on
reed
r as
finisming
used
etter
ews,
.rald
licy.
nent
in a
Jort try
eace
his
is

WHAT WE do best is
care. NEEDLINE, 7536333:

2 Notice
Full
WATKINS
Products.
Contact
Holman Jones, 217 South
13th., phone 753-3128.

WE HAVE MOST all
"'types furnace blower
Motors in stock.Call Dill
Electric, 753-9104 or 7531551.

COLOR" PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any sizes.
Wallets low as 24 cents,8
BIBLE FACTS_
Mat-. - x 10 32.40. Fast service.
ifie-it;21:4 and -5. iitias
Aircraft, 118 South 12th.,
,stagen,-Take lited that- -453-0035. Free parking
noznatkleeetveyeu+ee-lot, use Oar.
rear enmanr100lIrtomf-th, my
trance.

10 Business Oppoitunity

BOIS AU GIRLS
ie.sr liati
111111SEVIIIIES
Part unit work ovsulabie tmmediate!, One week only
Tremendous earnings. Special
meeting will be held at the
Murray Holiday Inn, Wednesday, February 1 st 6,p.m
sharp. oParents magmas)Met
connected with motel.

name, saying I am

shall
Christ: and
deceive many." We're
warned and there will be
no excuse. The Lord'
loves you and will interceed for you. For
assistance call 753-0984.

1r

•

5 los, And found

20 Spc :s Equip,men!
14 FT. Fiberglass Bass
Boat, 20 HP Mercury
motor with electric
duty
start, heavy
trailer, Lowrance depth
finder, excellent condition. $1275.00. Phone
753-9868 days, 753-6145
nights.
21 Miscellaneous
CUSTOM MADE pattress for antique beds or
campers. Buy direct
from factory and save.
elegant
their
See
Bamboo, Wicker and
Brass furniture. Wises
West Ky. Mattress and
Furniture 1136 South
3rd,- Paducah, Phone 1443-7323.

•

43 Rea' Estate
SELL YOUR FARM
through
KOPPERUD
REALTY, 711 Main. We
have had many inquiries
regarding all types of
farm land and.acreage
tracts. If you have a
farm or acreage tract to
sell, contact us at 7531222. Also if you have
been wanting to purchase acreage, contact
us for an update on

propertiensted for safe
in Calloway County. We
KOPPERUDat
REALTY provide
complete range of Real
Estate Service. Phone
us today.

'•.
43 Real r..

43 Real Estate

30
=MIMI

THE PRICE IS RIGHT
Guy Spann Realty
and so is the location,
"Sem Rey Neva
close to the university on
In Reel Istate"
quiet residential street.
753.7724
901 Scanners
Illwrme, Ills
Four bedrooms and 2
baths with lots of living
area. Fenced backyard' 46 Homes For Sale
and living room with BY OWNER: 3 large
fireplace are some of the
bedrooms, 11
/
2 baths, all
extra features. Priced in
carpet, drapes, central
.the 20's. Phone KOPheal and air, large lot,
PERUD REALTY, 753fenced backyard, many
1222, or come by our
extras. 2 - miles Ironsconveniently located
Murray off 121office at 711 Main Street.
$37,000. 753-9732 or 7626970.
•
CANIN
LOVELY
TERBURY. 3 bedroom, 48 Automotive Service
2 bath, brick veneer ONE PAIR of tire chains
to fit 13" tires. Used
home, large rooms,
once. Like new. $30. _Call
fireplace, attractively
767-6253 after 5 p.m.
decorated. Central gas
heat & electric air.
Priced to sell. Call or 327-375 H. P. ENGINE.
400
turbo-hydromatic
come by 105 N. 12th,
transmission. Both
Boyd Majors _ Real
completely rebuilt. Call
Estate, 753-8080.
753-9997.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
Ri_ALTUHS
1953 JEEP truck, 4 wheel
drive, looks good, runs
good. POO. Call 753-0622.

ALL TYPES backhoe and
septic tank work. Field
tile lines installed, 28
years
experience.
Licensed through Health
Department. Call Rex
Camp, 753-5933.
PAINTING, INTERIOR,
exterior. Also dry wall
finishing. 10 years experience. Call 436-2563,
Ralph Worley.
ELECTRIC
WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, heating.
Calf 474-8841.

•

51 Services Offered
SEPTIC TANK PUMPING. Residential and
commercial. Rex Camp,
753-5933.
„
GENERAL HOME
remodeling, framing,
aluminum siding and
gutters. Call 1-354-8951
or 1-362-4895.
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates for, yortir
needs.

WILL DO babysitting in
NEEDED 12,000-venature
my home. Call 753-0807.
captial to form a corporation manufacturing
INSULATION BLOWN in
a limited production 4by Sears save on these
wheel drive vehicle
FOR YOUR septic tank
high heat and cooling
Perdemil Thurman
based on the Ford
and backhoe work
bills. Call Doug Taylor
Ranchero this idea has
needs. Also septic tank
Insmfeeee 1 Real Estate
at
753-2310 for free
dollars_
million
a
over
cleaning. Calll Jahn
Southsicie Coors Square
estimates.
national
potential
sale
sham sele-4 110 WEEll
Lane.
Phone
753-8669
or
Money, Kitatecky
6 Help Wanted
Gases Wings 'a $-Vaa
will split 50-50 contact
436-5348.
7534451
WILL HAUL ANY type of
"why pik"
RESPONSIBLE WOMAN
Phil Koehne 489-2618 or
ZENITH TV SALE-25"
109 S. 4th.
white rock, rip rap, and .
to do craftsmen work.
P. 0. Box 87 Kirksey for
LICENSED ELECcolOr console from
sand. Lime, sawdust or
FOUR BEDROOM home
No part time. 40 hour
details.
TRICIAN
prompt
ef$539.95 with trade-in., -and 20 acres. Frame
decorative rock. Also --week. Call 489-2611.
ficient seettlat: 1410 job
Sisson's Zenith Sales,
free estimates on home in lovely wooded
3 Card Of Thanks
too
small.
Ernest
Highway 94, 19 miles
OPPORTUNITY
driveway and parking.L.......
area
with
apNEED BABYSITTER
White,
THE FAMILY of Grover
West of Murray. Call
lots. Call Rogert Hutson.IN
proximately 10 acres
ENERGY
v
immediately
in my
C. Wilson would like to
382-2174. TV's are our - tendable. Good
753-6763.
CONSERVATION
location
home.
Call
7534487.
JACKSON
PURCHASE
express their sincere-only business.
1963 EOM). Good eon._
laina.lach at Svatinor•
8 miles northwest of
Cash in on the fastest
appreciation and thanks
timttiation-- of Murray
--.........111#014410004110•4054--Uell-469.434841:---•
WEI
DRESSERS.....111LAIG-- AQ
Murray. - For more .171.1."..
.growing business in
announces its opening
Sales
Home
to all those who have
Mobile
27.
TED Immediately/.
make wet basements
•
formation .phone
America.
Established
by saving you money.
been so kind during the
JEEP CJ 5- 25,000 mile:
Work at honl, - no exTHREE
dry, work completely
65
X
12
KOPPERUD REALIY,
manufacturer
is
Call
759-1820.
loss -of- ear beloved
Full cab. FUR roll cage,
perience necessary BEDROOM, 1W bath,
guaranteed. Call or
753-1722. We are working LET IT SNOW LET IT
seeking select people
husband, and father.
10" tires. Air 'conexcellent pay. Write
write Morgan Conto represent their
• central gas heat,central
hard to provide the best ' SNOW LETITSNOW _GUTTERING
BY
Sears,
The beautiful flowers,
ditioned. Posttractton:bufdon't Tet-itstop- you
American Service, 8350
product. Work out of
struction Co., Route 2,
air. Storm windows,
possible service to you.
Sears Continous gutters
cards, phone calls, and
Call 759-1329.
from looking at this 4
your home Highest
Park Lane, Suite 269,
Box 409 A. Paducah, Ky. .;
hurricane straps. Two
installed per your
food have helped us thru
brick,
bedroom
4
10USE
21
/
2
bath
THE
that
---;
does
earnings Full or part
Dallas, TX 75231.
42001.
years old. Located at
Phone day qv'
specifications.
Call
this most difficult time.
home,family room with -Ana GALAXIE 500 sports
double. duty - a comtime. Investment of
night 442-7026.
Fox Meadovls. $7000.
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
car.'
Extra
$350.
nice.
A ipecial word of apfireplace patio and
fortable 2 bedroom
$5995 required. Call or
TYPIST - Position now
Call 753-2813.
for free estimates.
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Control
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ediator Alfred Atherton--takes a pro
Arab-Israeli peace to Cairo
today as Israel and Egypt
prepare to resume the
military half of their stalled
negotiations.
Atherton, an assistant
secretary of state, wants
Egypt's reaction to an Israeli
draft of a joint statement of
principles that would provide
e_ns
siemrx. for
elltR
nio
iodila
g
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FUneral Is Today

Inmates holding seven women
and three men hostage today
at the -British Columbia
'Penitentiary met face-to-face

natirrtg-joILlimi rata

WASHINGTON (AP) Two hundred and one years g
the founding of k_fildi.0_
Police
negotiators and with almost no economic
demanded treaters to another boundaries, some 500 citizena
prison. The meeting late are meeting to offer the White
Sunday came more than 30 House guidance on mapping
hours after the incident began. the nation's uncertain future
Earlier bargaining was done growth. The White House
on the telephone. No reason Conference on Balanced
was given for the trander Growth
Economic
and
demand, but one observer said Development this week feacontinual unrest at the 100- tures a series of verbal conyear-old prison stems from frontations on issues such as
inmate anger at conditions growth vs. conservation, the
Sunbelt vs. the Frostbelt,
there.
environmental protection vs.
•development.
WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON (AP) WASHINGTON (AP) Americans generally will be
better off in 1978, benefiting President Carter's proposal to
from a 5 percent increase in stockpile stand-by equipment
purchasing power, but the na- and supplies for an additional
future three U.S. Army divisions in
tion's economic
remains clouded by sluggish West Germany would cost
investment activity, Carter about ;4 billion, Pentagon offiadministration economists cials estimate. This is a key
says. The increase in pur- element in the Carter adto
plan
chasing power, up from a 4.9 ministration's
U.S. forces
percent increase in 1977, strengthen
should help propel .the assigned to help defend
economy to overall growth Western Europe against what
during the year of between 4..5 Pentagon specialists describe
percent and 5 percent, suf- as Russia's "incredibly strong
ficient to further reduce the and growing military power."

0*-• Mrs. Rosa Hettinghouse
died Saturday at 4:50 p. m. at
the Fern Terrace Lodge. She
was 84 years of age and the
- wife of Samuel Hettinghouse
'who died Feb.9, 1966.
The Murray woinan was a
member.;.of the First United
Methodist Church. Born Feb.
23, 1893, in Stewart County,
=•••••• •••=448ir-4484.:84416 tale daughter of .
the late-Joe Millen and Emma
Northwest
TerritorieskAP)-Searchers
• Shultz Milton.
have found a scorched
Mrs. Hettinghouse is surradioactive crater-more than
vived by four daughters, Mrs.
six feet wide apparently
James L. (Verde Mae)
gouged in the Canadian tundra
Johnson, 504 North Third
by a large piece of the Soviet
Street, Murray, Mrs. John
nuclear satellite that fell from
(Henrietta Shekell, 417 South
orbit last week, a military
Eighth Street, Murray, Mrs.
spokesman reported. Five
Coy M. Norva Todd, New.
Americans and a Canadian
Concord, and -Mrs. John H.
BLIZZARD TIES UP EXPRESSWAY - A truck and group of autos are stalled in blizzard at the height of the winter
who were in the area on a
Elizabeth) Outland, May bee,
storm that swept in on winds up to 50 miles an hours paralyzing Chicago traffic
wildlife
Mich.; seven grandchildren,
survey
were
(AP Laserpitoto)
evacuated, and two were sent
Mrs. Norma Iverson, Mrs.
_....44assummoi
"
mmumunim to a hospital for a checkup.
Peggy Allen, James Robert zattt
Johnson, Mrs. Rosetta Rose,
Ronnie Outland, Donnie
NEW
WESTMINSTER,
Outland, and Randy Shekell;
British Columbia (AP) eight'great-grandchildren,Tonja and Troy Iverson, Chad
(Continued From Page 1)
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- Carroll's stafff and consulting Guard
commanders across thestate,
. snow Wednesday Or Thursday," Rogell
The funeral is being held
And the state's largest airport,
today at two p. in, at -t..7ha
said. "The upper air pattern is bringing
He said the bulk of the remaining 250
Standiford
Field in Louisville, said it
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Jerry Henciley officiating and
The Guardsmen have been aiding in
Highway, conditions improved Peplanning
s to
the Kings Sons providing the
rescue operations since the -storm
somewhat, a state police dispatcher'at atead to see if the airport at their
music.
ended Thursday. That storm has
Frankfort reported, as high tern- destination was open.
John Newberry, Larry
claimed seven lives in Kentucky.
peratures Sunday ranged from the mid
A spot check of major employers in
Martin, Gene Johnson, Mike
The biggest_ problem Sunday cork
20s to the low 20s. .
Louisville area . indicated that
the
_
Rose, Randy Shekel!, and
iinued to be on the Ohio River, where
"The only real OTroblems we re commerce and industry were expected
Jimmy Johnson areservingis
dozens of wayward barges had either
having as far is real slick roads are to operate at ntirrilal capacity today,
pallbearers. Burial will follow
collided with darns or floated without
extreme western Kentucky and norand the state announced that its offices
later in the Taylor's Chapel
hindrance. - -r.
thern-Krituckyi
"he said. •
•
wolild-reopen. --- •
Cemetery-in-Stewart County,
Despite a -fiarked improvement in .. . State police.reported that mostinajor_ ___
_ the situatiati "
In.
road conditions. most schools in the . highway:1_ had at least one clear but --control," Little. said The number of
state said they would remain closed
occasionally slick- lane, while seconpeople at the state disaster agency's
today.
dary roads remained icy and hazar- emergency center in Frankfort had
And in what has almost become a
dous. Most secondary roads, some of
been reduced to a "skeletal staff."
routine pronouncement, the weather
which had been blocked by drifting
"Before," Little said, "most of the
service predicted more snow.
snow, were declared passable. .
noise_ you beard.is. here was from
"Temperatures are going to be low
-Slick.road conditions continued to people answering pones. Now, it't—
have a beneficial effect on the 1i-timber
7-SKATING-RINK MIMS•-k-A vehides
re people walks g around, chatting
The!uneral- for Mrs. Jerry -enough to prevent any major ac-spin
on
covered
the
ice
surface
of
Broadway,
a
cumulations," said Rick Rogell, lead
of fatal traffic accidents. State police
and socializing."
Marie) Norsworthy of 1629
!main thorofare in Louisville, Xy. A want':er storm virtually paralyzed Kentucky.
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weather
at
they
the
--htereau's
had
no
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any traffic
The most serious problem Sunday
Hamilton, Murray, was held
(AP Laserphoto)
Louisville office. -We can certainy
,
get
-fatalities since Wednesday. "PiOple involved_ a 6-year-old child who
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inch
or
an
two."
•
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r
ially
taking
this
seriously," .a -required -emergency treatment for
_
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
More significant than the predicdispatcher said.
burns, Little said. A National Guard
Funeral Home with the Rev.
tions, Rogell said, is the bureau's
The two major bus carriers in-the helicopter took the child from CynJohn Terry, the Rev. Ronnie
expectation that, over the next four or
state - Greyhound and Trailways - thiana to a hospital in Cincinnati.
Stinson, and the Rev. C. C.
WASHINGTON, D.C.- The western Kentucky to meet Thomas P. "Tip" O'Neill, Jr.,
SIIIMIS11111111114.
_
Brasher officiating. Tom
Majority
Leader of the U. S. with Hubbard's constituents (Mass.), work on day-to-day .
Holderby was director for the
House
Representatives, on Feb. 12 and 13.
nf
matters
of
legislative
music and song service by the
The announcement was scheduling and long-range
Jim
Wright,
D-Texas, will
choir,, of the Cherry Corner
by
Congressman Democratic
travel with U. S. Rep. Carroll made
Congressional
Baptist Church where she was
A series of lessons designed Ha11 Muray,
State Univer- • Strankman who will 'esti their identification cards, but Hubbard, 1)-First District, to Hubbard in his Washington
Polk".
'a member.
direct the exercise program. faculty, staff those in the
for the individual who would sity.
office. It is a real honor for
Wright is presently serving
Interment is being held
like to become slim and stay
Sponsored by the Personal Dr. Strankrnan is 'a former community will be charged a
all of us in western Kentucky his 12th consecutive term in
today at two p. m. at the
slim for life and who is serious Enrichment Center, Murray member of the MSU faculty, a nominal fee. Interested
to have Jim Wright with us for Congress and is the author of
Murray City Cemetery with
about taking the responsibility State, the program will focus former instructor for a figure persons are invited to attend
two days next month," major legislation in the fields
Bill_ Harrell, Charles Jenfor learning how" will begin on nutrition, exercise, and life salon, and is currently the first meeting for inHubbard said.
of energy, foreign affairs,
nings, Larry Butler, Jerry
on Tuesday, Jan. 31, at 4:45 styles through a self confident preparing to enter the field of formation. Meetings will be
Teresa Lynn Riddle of
Hubbard and Wright will be economic development and
44a1_411arre1l, and
iirthe lobby of Ordway .approach to improve ap- preventive _medicine ..and held on Tuesday and Tharsday Iklugah, a freshman at in Louisville and Henderson water conservation.
"Wright
andpallbearers.
afternoon and at other_ ilutraig,State University, has Sunday, .Feb. 12 and spend is known in
nutrition.
pearance.
Washington asone - Mrs. Norsworthy, age 29,
arranged
Full
The discussion will be
time students may
tithes. For In- been SeleCted as one of Monday meeting with citizeas of the most
effective and
died suddenly Friday at 1:45
presented by Dr. Nancy participate free by showing formation call Linette fourieeii -finalists to compete at Henderson, Madisonville, articulate
members of the -a. m. at the Murray-Calloway
Thurman, 762-6891.
in the 11th annual Miss Hopkinsville, Mayfield and House," Hubbard said.
County Hospital. She was
Piahist Tim Gualdoni, a 1976
Murray State University Paducah.
secretary for Calloway County graduate of Murray State
Scholarship Pageant in April.
The meetings include a
High School.
University, will return to his
-Miss Riddle,-the daughter of special session with -First
Survivors include her alma meter to present a
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Riddle of District farmers at 1:15 m.
husband, the Rev. Jerry concert on Tuesday evening,
6060 Merrydale Drive, is a at the circuit courtroom ofthe
Norsworthy, to whom she was Jan. 31.
Marta Susan Piper of nursing major at Murray Christian County Courthouse
married on Aug. 20, 1970, and
He will play works by
LaCenter, a senior at Murray State where she is a in Hopkinsville. Hubbard said,
__two sons, Jimmy and Jeffrey Haydn, Bach, Chopin, Ravel,
ALEXANDRIA,Ky.(AP)
University, will present cheerleader and a member of "I have spent the past two
State
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Chief
AP)
Mo.
John
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(
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said it spNorsworthy all of Murray; her end Debussy in the program to
Kentucky State Police said
Alpha
social
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sorority.
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Kentucky
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recital
the
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The charred bodies of five peared to have started on one a
• father, Bernard Petty, and her begin at 8:15 p.m. in the.Old
Selected from among 46 farmers, and this will give they will begin a new tactic
Friday, Feb.-3.
more victims, one of them a of the upper three floors.
_ foster mother, Mrs. Marie Recital Hall of the Price Doyle
contestants,
the pageant both Jim and me an even this week in the investigation
begin
p.m.
Scheduled
at
to
7
snail child, have been found
Most of the hotel's residents,
Bodkin•
Fine Arts Center. The concert
winner
will
represent
Murray better chance to hear about of 'the disappearance of 5among the ice-coated debris of many of them elderly, lived on In the Farrell Recital Hall of
year-old Keith Holliday.
is open to the public at no
State
in
the
Kentucky
Miss
their special problems."
Arta
Fine
Doyle
Price
the
the Coates House hotel.
meager incomes. Weekly rent
admission charge.
Pageant
in
July.
Miss
KenWright,
State Police U. John Akers
born in Fort Worth,
_ The discoveries Sunday at the once-glamorous hotel Center, the program will
Formerly a student of Marie
feature works by Beethoven, tucky will then compete in the Texas, was elected Majority declined to elaborate but did
brought the death toll to 14. was between $12 and $17.
Taylor at Murray State where
Miss America Pageant.
Former
Leader of the House of say he planned more inMany
Seventeen people were still
residents were Martinu, Scarlatti, and
he earned the B.M. degree,
The Miss MSU Pageant will Representatives on Dec. 6, terviews and polygraph tests.
unaccounted for, but officials trapped on the upper floors Schumann.
Gualdoni is now working, said some or
"We are convinced that the
Miss Piper, the daughter of feature the reigning Miss 1976, after serving three years
all of them may and several died in leaps to the
toward the completion of the
Kentucky, Karen Gordon, as Deputy Democratic Whip. family has no knowledge of
and
Jewell
Piper
Mrs.
Mr.
M.
have
simply
pavement.
away
drifted
The
body
of one
Word has been received of M.M. degree at Southern
dislippearance,"
after escaping from the fire. man remained frozen in a of LaCenter, is a music Benton senior, and "Miss The Majority Leader's post Keith's
the death of Noble James, Illinois University in Careducation- major with em- Murray State University, ranks second only to that of Akers said. Michael and Judy
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story
people
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in
window
until
former resident of Calloway nondale.
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